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ABSTRACT 
 
 
In 1985, Christopher Durang created a master work titled The Marriage of Bette and Boo 
which was described by The New Yorker as a “brimming cornucopia of brilliant lines.”1  Frank 
Rich of the New York Times called it “so speedy and chipper that it could almost be mistaken for 
a Bob Fosse musical.”2  Douglas Watt of the New York Daily News referred to it as a “farcical 
study of a disastrous marriage, marked by still births, insanity in the family and divorce.”3  These 
critical responses indicate the necessity to maintain the complexity of the character of Soot 
without allowing her to fall into the easy stereotypes that trap many artists.  The play‟s focus on 
alcoholism, spousal abuse, and cancer make it difficult to reconcile the very serious 
circumstances with the overtly comical reactions created in the play.  My challenge in portraying 
the character of Soot is to resolve these issues.   
I focused on the teaching of Konstantin Stanislavski as interpreted by Sonia Moore of the 
American Center for Stanislavski Theatre Art to navigate this challenge.  Ms. Moore asserts:  
“Only after the actor has studied the play, the events, and the given circumstances will he be able 
to select the actions which will involve his emotions and other inner experiences.”4  With this in 
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mind, I began by studying the script and the playwright for clues about the given circumstances 
within the world of the play. 
“You‟re the dumbest white woman alive”5 is a line from the play used to describe Soot.  
This line of dialogue has been used in the past to justify stereotypical performances of this 
character which mask the complexity of a woman who has been seriously hurt by the man she 
loves.  These types of simplified characterizations are flat and do not take into account the inner 
and outer forces that make Soot who she is. Olympia Dukakis played Soot at the Public/Newman 
Theatre in New York City in an Obie award-winning performance.
6
  She is quoted as saying, 
“This is a very forgiving play.”7  Durang later agreed with this assessment saying, “I remember 
thinking that that sounded right.”8  He further added that The Marriage of Bette and Boo is 
“based on my parents, it‟s more emotionally close to me than some of my more surreal plays…I 
like the balance of the comic and the sad.  It should play as funny, but you should care about the 
characters and feel sad for them.”9  Durang also confides that his own father was an alcoholic 
and that “in life, my mother lost three [children in childbirth].”10   
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 Since the play, however humorous, is based on real events in the life of the playwright 
and his family, it is reasonable to search for playable and understandable motives for the 
character‟s action through research of real life given circumstances.  To this end, I have been 
researching the behavior rationalizations inherent in the social interactions of alcoholic families.  
This has led me to discover a possible explanation for Soot‟s unusual responses to unpleasant 
comments and situations.  The eGetgoing Online Addiction Treatment Alcohol and Drug Rehab 
Counseling web page explains that family members often choose enabling behavior to cope with 
the destructive choices of the alcoholic.  Enablers “may have their own system of denial that is 
fed by the lies and deceptions.”11  Further, it states, “We can think of denial as a way of telling 
the truth about a small part of reality as if it were all of reality.”12  In this way, Soot is employing 
a rational tactic to cope with an irrational existence.  I believe further research will also identify 
denial associated with personal tragedy.  These understandable and human connections will 
provide me with the basis of my beginning explorations of this achingly beautiful and 
sympathetic woman because, as Sonia Moore states, “A person‟s psychological and physical 
behavior is subject to the external influence of his environment.”13   
Soot‟s environment includes the time period of the piece and is complicated by the 
memory play nature of the script, but it adds context for Soot‟s behavior as a subservient 1950‟s 
housewife who feels as if she has very little control over her own world.  According to Elaine 
                                                 
11
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Tyler May in her book Homeward Bound, “If a woman was not satisfied being a homemaker she 
was supposed to keep that information hush-hush and go about her daily activities as though 
nothing was wrong.”14  This information provides further justification and adds strength to the 
logic of Soot‟s actions as she deals with the dysfunctional world of her family.  The work I have 
done researching Soot‟s motivations appears to be relevant to the execution of the play.  I may 
now begin to apply that research to the creation of Soot.   
The role of Soot provides a wonderful opportunity to develop and grow as a performer.  
A thesis role needs to supply the MFA candidate with significant challenges.  This role has 
already provided huge opportunities to connect my research skills with my stage work.  I believe 
the role of Soot will force me to push myself and apply all the skills and training I have received 
during my studies in order to do justice to the richness of the character.   
                                                 
14
 Suburbia and the 1950's Family. Suburbia and Family. 05 May 2001. 2 Jun 2003 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Statement of Purpose 
This monograph documents my MFA Acting Thesis Role Project, Soot Hudlocke, from 
casting to performance.  These pages contain the research, process, and discoveries made in my 
development of Soot and her world.  It is through the application of my UCF training that I am 
able to identify and realize my portrayal of Soot as a beautiful complex women and not the 
“dumb woman” that another character proclaims her to be.  This document will expose Soot‟s 
truth, and enable the reader to reconsider her otherwise superficial characteristics.   
 
General Information 
 Durang made it clear that Soot‟s laugh would be the key to her character.  He included a 
note in the acting edition of the script for directors clearly explaining the importance of her 
laugh: 
Soot‟s laugh is terribly important, and an integral part of her character.  Don‟t cast an 
actress who can‟t or won‟t do the laugh.  Also, please have Soot do the „Oh, Karl‟ 
(laughs) lines as written- that is, she says „Oh, Karl,‟ and then laughs; the laugh and the 
line should be separated.
15
   
 
I began my preparation for the audition by focusing on Soot‟s laugh, not only because Durang 
indicated that it was important, but also because I knew immediately and instinctively why Soot 
laughed.  I felt the pain behind her laugh.  Soot‟s laugh was unveiled and rang true to me because 
I also use a defense mechanism to cope with the unpleasant: my smile.   
                                                 
15
 Durang. The Marriage of Bette and Boo, 80. 
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 The instant connection I had to Soot‟s inner truth was my starting point, but I knew that I 
had only scratched the surface of Soot‟s complex character.  I threw myself into gathering 
research to assist me in the further development of Soot.  Performance reviews, critical analysis, 
information on the playwright, music and television would provide inspiration.  I began to gather 
information that would map Soot‟s psychological journey and define the fabric of her psyche that 
would enable me to hone the facets of her character fully in my acting choices.  A study of the 
playwright provided the point of departure, because a preliminary review of the piece clearly 
indicated an artistic connection to his writing. 
 3 
CHAPTER 2:  CHRISTOPHER DURANG -- THE PLAYWRIGHT 
 
 
 The American playwright and actor, Christopher Ferdinand Durang, was born January 2, 
1949, in Montclair, New Jersey.
16
  He was the only child of Frances, an architect, and Patricia, a 
housewife.  Durang and his mother were very close. Both sides of his family encouraged his 
interest in the arts, but it was his mother who took him to musicals on Broadway and read plays 
to him at home.
17
  Patricia also had a “bubbling sense of humor and liked to laugh and make 
people laugh.”18  During the 1950s television was in its infancy, and its influence on Durang was 
limited.  Unlike most children, he found cartoons uninteresting, so he did not watch them.  
Instead, he watched a station that ran classic comedic Hollywood movies from the 1930s seven 
days a week.  The popular sitcom I love Lucy was an influence as well.
19
   
Durang was drawn to playwriting at an early age.  He wrote his first play in second grade 
when he was eight years old.  It was two pages based on an I Love Lucy episode.  His first formal 
production occurred when he was in eighth grade.  Durang and his best friend Kevin Farrell 
wrote a musical titled Banned in Boston.  Durang‟s mother told the priests at the Catholic school 
the boys attended about it.  The priest in charge of the drama department read the play and 
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 Biography - Durang, Christopher (Ferdinand) (1949-). Contemporary Authors (Biography). Gale Reference 
Team. Thomson Gale, 2004. 
 
17
 Durang. Christopher Durang - Frequently Asked Questions for High School and College Students - Q&A 3. 
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18
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wanted the junior and senior classes to put it on.  The play was so well received that two years 
later his and Kevin‟s second musical, Businessman‟s Holiday, was performed as well.20  Through 
his mother‟s encouragement and assistance, these early musicals were performed for two 
summers at the Summit Playhouse in Summit, New Jersey.  Durang practiced his acting during 
these summers as a leading character in one play.  Durang increased his play reading in high 
school and was influenced by Joe Orton, Arthur Kopit, and Edward Albee.
21
  Durang wrote what 
he considered to be his first mature play, Suicide and Other Diversions, at the end of his high 
school career.  The play is in an Absurdist style.  He shortened the play‟s title to Diversions after 
deciding the title was too dark.
22
   
 Durang‟s frequent theatrical involvement coupled with good academics earned him a 
scholarship to Harvard University, which he accepted.  Although he knew Harvard did not offer 
a major in theatre, he “decided a well rounded education was better for someone who wanted to 
be a writer than an education that specialized right away in theatre.”23  Durang chose English as 
his major.   
 Durang‟s early college years were a time of personal darkness.24  He began to question 
his Catholic faith and eventually stopped believing in its tenets.  He stopped dating.  He began to 
have doubts as a writer and stopped playwriting.  Durang‟s family influence and upbringing was 
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the source of this deep depression; it appears these significant life experience connections are 
represented in most of his plays.
25
 
 Durang grew up in an Irish Catholic family.  He was taught that masturbation, unmarried 
sex, gay sex, adultery, and even “impure” movies would send a person to Hell just the same as if 
he or she had murdered someone.  As a child, he was a loyal, unquestioning member of the 
Catholic faith.  Durang‟s beliefs became more liberal towards the end of high school.  He began 
to question the church‟s views on dogmatic absolutes as he learned more about other points of 
view and current scientific studies, and this created conflict that contributed to his growing 
depression.  Because of this depression, he rejected the Church and had strong disagreements 
with the Catholic Doctrine regarding many topics.
26
 
 Durang was an only child, which was unusual in a devout Catholic family.  He later 
discovered this was due to a blood incompatibility between his parents.  Doctors told his parents 
that antibodies had developed during the first pregnancy, and it would be highly unlikely they 
could successfully have more children.  His parents were inconsolable, but because the Catholic 
Church claimed miracles happen, his mother made three unsuccessful attempts to have more 
children in hopes God would grant a miracle.  Durang‟s father, the more logical of the two, 
believed the doctors and was not as optimistic or even eager to try.  The resulting failed attempts 
                                                 
25
 Christopher Durang - Frequently Asked Questions for High School and College Students – Q&A 2. 
 
26
 Durang. More than the “right to be wrong”. (Roundtable). Conscience 22 March 2003: 32(2). 
 
 6 
caused the family to experience the trauma of multiple stillborn births.  The loss of a child can be 
devastating in any marriage.  This tragedy only served to worsen the Durangs‟ marriage.27   
 Durang‟s father had an alcohol problem as did his grandfathers, so holidays were alcohol-
soaked battlegrounds instead of the festive, happy times they might have been.  His parents 
would fight because his mother would want his father to stay sober for the holiday.  Often his 
mother would become so angry she left home with Durang and stayed with her relatives for 
periods of time.
28
   
 Due to the closeness of the maternal relationship, Durang became more than just his 
mother‟s son; he was her friend and “confidant.”29  He was burdened with very adult issues as a 
child. This is not an uncommon response in an alcoholic home.  This is an extremely difficult 
position for any young child.
30
  Durang would ask his mother not to approach his father if he had 
been drinking, but she could not hold her temper.  If Durang‟s father came home even slightly 
tipsy, she would soon be railing at him.  This would go on sometimes for hours before his father 
would lose his temper and begin yelling back, and the conflict would escalate into a full-blown 
fight.  This scenario occurred regularly and frequently.  It was waiting for his father to yell back 
that created the unbearable tension for Durang.  This left him in a constant state of dread.  
Durang‟s parents eventually separated when he was thirteen, which was a relief to him.  Durang 
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30
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Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1983, 50. 
 7 
realized his parents would never change so he told his mother never to take his father back.  
Durang believed it would be best for all if they lived separately.
31
   
 Durang‟s parents were not the only people Durang saw fighting.  His mother‟s temper ran 
in her family.  She and her siblings often fought, and these fights were quite mean-spirited.  The 
dysfunctional issues that prompted the fights between his parents and his mother‟s family were 
never resolved, and they resurfaced time and time again.  There was no place for a child to 
escape the screaming and he lived, “in tension and hyper vigilance, wondering when the next 
fight would be.”32 
 All these experiences compounded over many years led to Durang‟s two-year bout with 
deep depression.  Fortunately for Durang, Harvard offered free psychological counseling and he 
entered therapy to work through his conflicts and issues.  This gave him the skills to cope with 
his depression by his senior year in college (1971).  Even though he regained his drive to 
succeed, he retained a bit of his “dark view of the world” 33  This darkness significantly 
influences his style and permeates the worlds he creates in his plays. 
 His dark world view is evident in The Nature and Purpose of the Universe, a play he 
wrote during his senior year at Harvard.  This play produced very positive events for Durang‟s 
career.  It enabled him to attend an exclusive playwriting seminar at Harvard and won him a 
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32
 Ibid. 
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playwriting prize that included a production at Smith College.  This led to his acceptance into the 
Yale School of Drama‟s playwriting program.34 
 Durang was extremely happy to be accepted into Yale to study playwriting because he 
“didn‟t want to go to graduate school in English literature.”35  He met some well-known writers, 
directors, and actors at Yale.  Durang was active in Yale Cabaret productions, and wrote the 
book and lyrics for Better Dead Than Sorry, co-authored I Don‟t Generally Like Poetry But 
Have You Read Trees?, GYP: The Life Story of Mitzi Gaynor with Albert Innaurato, and When 
Dinah Shore Ruled the Earth with Wendy Wasserstein.
36
   
 It was in Durang‟s senior year at Yale in 1974 that a one-act, forty-five minute version of 
The Marriage of Bette and Boo was produced.  This student production was “directed by Bill 
Ludel and featured Kate McGregor-Stewart as Bette, John Rothman as Boo, Franchelle Stewart 
Dorn as Emily, Walton Jones as Father Donnally, and Sigourney Weaver as Soot.”37  Durang 
believed at the time that the play could be expanded from a one-act into a full-length play despite 
the fact that his original one-act version of The Marriage of Bette and Boo received four 
additional productions: Williamston Theatre‟s Second Company, Yale Cabaret (directed by 
Walton Jones and with Meryl Streep as Joan), Chicago‟s St. Nicholas Theatre Company, and 
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Princeton College.  Durang disallowed further productions after this to give him time to expand 
the work while he also turned his immediate attention to new work.
38
   
 Christopher Durang‟s first professional production was The Idiots Karamazov, which 
premiered at the Yale Repertory Theatre in New Haven, Connecticut on October 31, 1974.  The 
play was co-authored with Albert Innaurato and starred Meryl Streep.  It is a satire based on 
Dostoyevsky's The Brothers Karamazov and poked fun at several western literary classics.
39
  The 
Direct Theatre presented Durang‟s The Nature and Purpose of the Universe off-off Broadway 
soon afterward.  This same company produced Durang‟s play Titanic, which was moved to off-
Broadway.  Since Titanic was only an hour long, it needed a “curtain riser,”40 which Durang and 
his good friend Sigourney Weaver co-wrote.  It is called Das Lusitania Songspiel, was and is a 
compilation of parodies of current plays and movies that provided Durang and Weaver the 
opportunity to co-star.   
 Durang was prolific during these years.  He premiered A History of the American Film at 
the prestigious Eugene O‟Neill National Playwriting Conference in 1976.  The O‟Neil 
production sparked back-to-back productions by three major regional theatres: the Hartford 
Stage Company, the Mark Taper Forum, and the Arena Stage.  These productions led to a 
Broadway premier of Das Lusitania Songspiel in 1978 and Durang was nominated for a Tony 
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40
 Durang. Christopher Durang - Longer One Act Plays - Titanic. Christopher Durang. 19 May 2007 
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Award for Best Book of a Musical.
41
  The accolades poured in following this award.  Despite 
this success, Durang and Weaver decided to rewrite Das Lusitania Songspiel in 1979, and they 
were both nominated for Drama Desk awards for Best Performer in a Musical.
42
 
 Durang won an Obie award in 1980 for writing his next off-off Broadway production, 
Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It All For You.  Durang called upon his Catholic upbringing and 
Catholic school experience to write this play.  The satiric play consists of Sister Mary Ignatius 
giving a lecture in Catholic school explaining the beliefs of the Catholic Church during the 1950s 
and 1960s.
43
  Durang‟s straightforward confrontation of Catholic dogma, “came across to 
audiences funnier than I imagined...the concept of limbo, or how eating meat on Friday used to 
send you to hell but didn't anymore--simply sounded crazy.”44  Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It 
All For You ran for three weeks.  After some difficulty raising money for a commercial 
production, Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It All For You was presented off-Broadway by 
Playwrights Horizons in New York City, double billed with Durang‟s The Actor‟s Nightmare.45  
Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It All For You was again well received, and stayed on off-
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Durang. 05 April 2005. 28 May 2007 <http://www.christopherdurang.com/OneActsLong-Sister-Nightmare.htm>. 
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Broadway where it ran for over two and a half years.
46
  The notoriety was both a blessing and a 
curse.  He now had the full attention of the public and the Catholic Church.   
 The Catholic League protested Durang‟s play claiming it was anti-Catholic, which caused 
state-tax funding problems for some theatres that wanted to produce this show.
47
  The negative 
publicity appears to have reawakened and focused Durang‟s negative feelings regarding church 
dogma and his upbringing, because his next series of plays began to delve into his personal 
familial relationships and Catholicism in a way that seems to lead directly to the resurrection of 
The Marriage of Bette and Boo. 
In spite of the Catholic Church‟s protests, or perhaps because of them, Durang was 
approached in 1983 by an independent producer who wanted to make a movie of Sister Mary 
Ignatius Explains It All For You.  Durang wrote several screenplay drafts that attempted to retain 
the intimacy of the stage version for the screen.
48
   
 Under commission for the Phoenix Theatre, Durang wrote Beyond Therapy in 1981.  
After rewrites, it appeared on Broadway in 1982 and stared Dianne Wiest, John Lithgow, and 
David Hyde Pierce in his first Equity production.
49
  Durang attacks traditional Catholic values in 
Beyond Therapy.   
                                                 
46
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 Durang‟s next play continues his attack on Catholic dogma by focusing on the ludicrous 
of the Catholic education, Baby with the Bathwater, which premiered at the American Repertory 
Theatre in Cambridge, Massachusetts in March, 1983, followed by its Broadway production in 
November of the same year.  This play features very confused parents who view their baby with 
disinterest, as if it were a disposable inconvenience.  Although this play “is a dark comedy about 
the difficulties of parenthood and how scary it is to be a child”, it does have a hopeful ending.50 
 Durang co-authored his first screenplay with Wendy Wasserstein about another volatile 
church subject that Durang had experienced personally.  House of Husbands was adapted from a 
short story about a town with a high divorce rate where the separated men all share a house, 
fraternity-style.  This led to a Warner Bros. offer for Durang to write his next screenplay in 1982, 
The Nun Who Shot Libery Valance.  This film is a comedy based on Durang‟s feelings about 
Catholicism; “the story of three friends graduating from a Catholic high school and what happens 
to them in the real world.”51  The high jinks occur when church teachings and real life collide. 
 Durang‟s personal issues regarding themes of religion, childhood, and family dominate 
his plays during this time period.  It is no surprise that Durang chose to expand his most 
autobiographical play and, in 1985, the full length version of The Marriage of Bette and Boo was 
presented by the New York Shakespeare Festival.  Although the Catholic League did not go to 
great lengths protesting this play like they did Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It All For You, they 
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still branded it an anti-Catholic play.
52
  Despite the Catholic League‟s disapproval, the show 
earned Durang an Obie award for playwriting, Jerry Zaks an Obie for directing, Loren Sherman 
for set design, and an Ensemble Acting Obie for the entire cast.
53
 This largely autobiographical 
play is Durang‟s favorite due to the close emotional ties of the subject matter and, as a personal 
bonus, he continued thumbing his nose at the heart of conservative Catholic beliefs in such a 
popular fashion that his opportunities continued to expand.
54
. 
 Durang was hired as a staff writer for the ABC Carol Burnett special, Carol and Robin 
and Whoopi and Carl as a result of his recent successes.  Robin Williams was featured in the 
funeral sketch Durang wrote and Williams won an Emmy.
55
  However, Durang‟s next experience 
was not to be as pleasant.  Director Robert Altman was hired to direct Durang‟s Beyond Therapy 
for the screen.  Altman did not use Durang‟s screenplay, and Durang did not like Altman‟s 
adaptation, but since Altman‟s version contained parts of Durang‟s original play, they shared the 
screenplay writing credit.
56
  It was not a happy collaboration. 
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 Durang‟s next spate of writing was unexpected.  Durang was hired for a role in Herbert 
Ross‟ movie, The Secret of My Success.  After being cast, he was also hired by the director to 
enhance some of the movie‟s dialogue, and rewrote some scenes while creating others.57 
 Durang wrote a half-hour teleplay for a PBS series called Trying Times.  Durang‟s piece 
was titled The Visit, in which an insane girl from high school visits her ex-boyfriend, who is now 
married.  “The short film won a Gold Plaque in the 24th Chicago International Film Festival.”58 
 Durang returned to playwriting with Laughing Wild, presented by Playwrights Horizons 
in 1987.  This play‟s structure is unique, and consists of two monologues by different characters 
and then scenes with both characters where it appears they are having overlapping dreams.  This 
play exhibits two of Durang‟s themes: sexuality and religion.  The male character is bisexual, 
and during his monologue, he discusses Christians who believe God created AIDS to punish gay 
people and Hardwicke v. Bower, a well known anti-gay Supreme Court decision.  During 
another scene, the female character interviews the Infant of Prague and finally tries to kill him.  
The Infant of Prague is a Catholic icon that represents the Christ child.
59
  Durang wrote this 
character into his play because he “thought it would be funny to interview this „entity‟ on a talk 
show,” and he “wanted an „out of date‟ religious icon to spout the church‟s out-of-date…beliefs 
about why birth control is supposedly wrong.”60  The protestations of the Catholic Church 
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pushed Durang into a writing works that reverberate with both his childhood and adult 
perceptions of the hypocrisy of the Church and their approved family life.   
 Two short projects followed-- The Adventures of Lola and Naomi in the Living Room.  
The first is a screenplay written for Herbert Ross to direct.  Unfortunately for Durang, he was 
unable to rewrite a part of it to Ross‟ liking, and so the film never came to fruition.61  The second 
was a short play written for the „Home Series‟ in the theatre called Home for Contemporary 
Theatre.
62
 This play is about “a son and his wife visiting his mother who is very eccentric, rude, 
and a little psychotic. As the play progresses, the mother becomes more and more offensive, it is 
apparent that ... It's all about Naomi”63 
 Warner Bros. hired Durang to write a sitcom.  As the word “dysfunctional” had become a 
buzz word at the time, Durang decided to use what he knew of dysfunctional families and write 
them into a sitcom titled, Dysfunction! – The TV Show.  The plot revolves around the weekly 
cable TV show of Drs. Sloane and Driver, two family therapists.  Their show has three parts.  
The first is a general discussion of dysfunction.  The second shows the Sullivan family at home, 
where the doctors are counseling them and secretly filming them.  The third consists of a family 
therapy session in which everyone talks about what happened at home and how they can 
improve.  Again, Durang visits familiar thematic territory: a comedic view of the state of the 
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family.  Durang also drew inspiration from his life, making the Sullivans a dysfunctional family 
with an alcoholic father and stressed-out, controlling wife.  Durang even made sure the “children 
fit the pattern of children in alcoholic homes.”64  Warner Bros. liked the project, and it was sold 
to Fox TV.  By this time, however, the types of shows on television had changed, and Fox chose 
not to make Dysfunction! – The TV Show.65  Durang‟s comment about children makes it clear 
that children in alcoholic homes are very much in his writer‟s mind.  It is clear that research into 
these types of families is required in any knowledgeable treatment of The Marriage of Bette and 
Boo. 
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CHAPTER 3:  FAMILY DYSFUNCTION  
 
 
 Dysfunction was a word that became ever present in my study, discoveries, and 
development of The Marriage of Bette and Boo.  The Marriage of Bette and Boo is a piece made 
notable by the startling originality in the presentation of these dysfunctions.  Its patchwork 
collection of snapshots of the lives of its characters merges with an absurdist tone and action.  
The panorama of human dysfunctions presented in the two central families is a damning 
indictment of American social values importantly; it is a product of the playwright‟s alcoholic 
environment and Catholic upbringing.  According to an article published in 2001, Durang 
offered the admission that he draws his darkly funny moments from the pages of his own 
memories, noting that “for me, comedy played of real [sic] is often the funniest. . . You have to 
have a journey to take, even if it‟s just a psychological one.”66 
 If the playwright is to be believed, The Marriage of Bette and Boo reveals a fictional 
family that closely parallels Durang‟s own real life dysfunctional family.  The alcoholism of his 
fictional world is not separate from his real life experiences with his family‟s alcoholism.  This 
makes understanding the specifics of his family‟s dysfunction important to crafting an approach 
to the play‟s performance.  The snapshots of memory that Durang chooses to show us are full of 
family rituals: the wedding, Thanksgiving, Christmas, a birthday, a funeral, the birth of children, 
family dinners, etc.  It is important that Durang‟s family went ahead with these social rituals 
because this may be one of the reasons Durang himself never became an alcoholic.  This may 
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have preserved Durang‟s prolific writing career from the trap of personal alcoholism because “in 
families where rituals were maintained despite alcoholism, recurrence of alcoholism in children 
was low compared with high alcoholism rates in children from families that did not maintain 
rituals.”67   
 The duties in an alcoholic family typically fall into absurdly specific and identifiable 
roles whose functions are designed to keep the family unit functioning in the face of massive 
social imbalance caused by the dysfunctional addiction of alcoholism.
68
  These roles are clearly 
defined by the bulk of research into alcoholic families.  So, it is worthwhile to define 
dysfunctional family roles, but note that “periods of „dysfunction‟ do not necessarily make the 
family a „dysfunctional family.‟”69  All families experience temporary periods of dysfunction. 
This explains the universal appeal of Durang‟s work.  “A family becomes a „dysfunctional 
family‟ when the negative family interactions extend over a long period of time and become the 
usual or normal way.”70  People within this environment can take on multiple and reoccurring 
patterns of behavior.
71
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 These absurd behaviors make sense only to those people within the patterns of the 
dysfunctional familial roles and may be seen as ridiculous, inexplicable, or even funny to those 
outside the patterns.  It is this dark humor that Durang harnesses for the benefit of his audiences.  
These recurring real life roles form remarkably similar patterns of behavior within the family and 
force members within the dysfunctional unit to adopt recognizable and abnormal social roles.   
 These real life social patterns include the role of the Hero.  People who take on the Hero 
role are typically recognized as “overachievers …motivated by feelings of inadequacy and 
guilt.”72  They often look outside themselves for validation of their value.73  Looking at Durang‟s 
life it is easy to surmise that the role of Matt in The Marriage of Bette and Boo is most likely the 
primary role Durang himself played in his family unit because of his successful and intense 
desire to achieve accolades, his personal history of depression, and his use of The Marriage of 
Bette and Boo to face and overcome his past and forgive his family and himself.  This is the 
mark of the dysfunctional Hero role.  He relives his feelings of guilt and inadequacy while 
hoping to achieve a better future.  The Hero typically adopts the role of functional adult who 
steps in to save family functions.
74
  The character Matt in The Marriage of Bette and Boo 
exhibits this role during the Thanksgiving scene when he continues to set up for the feast while 
the adults indulge in turmoil.  This forces a premature maturity on children when they assume 
this role and shortens the period of childhood.  This often leaves the child playing the adult in the 
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family who is responsible for fixing the problems of the family.  But, because the problem is 
centered on adult issues surrounding the alcoholism the child is doomed to fail and this causes 
intense feelings of guilt for that failed responsibly.
75
  In Durang‟s case, however, as an only child 
the role of the Hero was insufficient to fill his dysfunctional family needs.  He had to do more; 
“Children in dysfunctional families assume traits of more than one role.76   
 The Lost Child is another of these roles.  Children who are lonely and withdrawn have 
taken on the behavior role of the Lost Child.
77
  Their psychological growth has been impaired 
greatly by the alcoholic dysfunction of their family.  Unable to deal with the stress around them 
they can withdraw into themselves for protection.
78
  We see this social behavior role in the 
character of Matt during the Christmas scene when he chooses not to speak.  Matt is able to play 
this role during Christmas because another family member (Soot) assumes the role of Hero 
during the family gathering.  Overwhelmed by his family‟s dysfunctional behavior, Durang sits 
quietly withdrawn and observing.  Matt‟s Grandmother Soot assumes the role of Hero and allows 
Durang the luxury of the Loss Child role.  Even to this day, Durang says his demeanor is “quiet 
and usually polite, and I don‟t dominate a room in any way.  I‟m a bit withdrawn, and I listen a 
lot.”79 
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 The Mascot behavioral role matches the person who provides comic relief out of fear.
80
  
The power of laughter is a tool that helps the person survive the painful family system and can be 
used to deflect dangerous circumstances.  Matt‟s Grandmother Soot often accepts this role in 
trying to maintain balance for her dysfunctional family.  Durang says that even though there was 
great sadness in his family and he could have written tragedies, he “just wasn‟t drawn to it….. I 
didn‟t choose comedy, comedy chose me.”81  Indeed, the majority of his life‟s work has involved 
comedy, the key to dealing with painful feelings associated with his upbringing. 
 The Scapegoat role is another behavioral type commonly assumed by members of an 
alcoholic‟s family.  The Scapegoat is used by their family to divert attention and blame away 
from the root cause of the troubled family.  The person who serves as a Scapegoat diverts 
attention away from the alcoholic.
82
  This role is seen clearly in Grandmother Soot‟s behavior 
when she is constantly insulted and/or blamed for faults by her husband.  The family member 
assuming the Scapegoat role can also try to bring public focus to the family‟s dysfunction, even 
at a price to themselves.
83
  They are attacked rather than thanked for this action and the person 
who tells the truth receives the blame.  Durang fills this role to a point.  During his senior year at 
Yale he wrote a short version of The Marriage of Bette and Boo.  Producing this 
autobiographical play in a large, public university calls attention to his home life.  This action is 
usually quite unwelcome because the family desperately tries to hide its dysfunction from the 
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rest of the world.  The appearance of normality is of utmost importance for those who feel they 
are abnormal.   
 The alcoholic family unit goes through a vicious cycle of stress.  First, the spouse and 
children feel fear due to the unpredictability of the drinker.
84
  This seems to reflect Durang‟s 
„fear‟ of the impending drunken fight even when actual drink is not taking place.  The anxiety 
builds fear in the anticipation of another volatile drinking episode.  This anxiety leads to 
continual threats or entreaties to prevent drinking before it starts which the alcoholic often uses 
as an excuse to drink again and the cycle begins anew.
85
   
 The spouse of the alcoholic generally adopts the Primary Enabler role and keeps the 
alcoholic from suffering the consequences of the behavior.
86
  This is done by covering for the 
behavior or permitting it.  They always have the choice to leave, but this is difficult in the best of 
times, and is strictly forbidden during the time period of the play with the strict Catholic 
background that frowns on divorce.  A wife of an alcoholic may threaten to leave her husband in 
an attempt to get him to stop drinking.
87
  As discovered in researching Durang, he and his mother 
would leave the home after years and live with relatives for a time for this very reason.   
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The cultural and economic barriers to divorce are often too great to overcome without 
aid.
88
  Women who are supported by their husbands do not believe they can financially support 
themselves (and their children) on their own.  This fear is not completely without merit since 
“despite the women‟s movement, the status of American women in both occupation and income 
has stagnated or lost ground since 1950; the average woman‟s salary in the United States is 68-
75% that of a man‟s.89   
Another reason women are unlikely to seek divorce is because they are concerned the 
process is too difficult, confusing, or expensive.
90
  In addition, it is seen by some as the ultimate 
humiliating failure that invites public scrutiny and shatters the protected image of normalcy.  
Many women say they still love their husband despite the drinking and this can be true.
91
  This 
love, coupled with feelings of guilt, keep these women (and men) from divorcing.  They cannot 
bear the thought that their leaving may cause their loved one‟s drinking to become worse, and 
thus it is the spouse‟s fault for the self-destruction.92  While irrational, these feelings are typical 
and bleed over into the children.   
The presence of children often compounds the guilt.  Women dislike breaking up their 
family and having their children without a father.  Children will often beg or convince their 
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mothers to stay with their father.
93
  This is also true in reverse.  Interestingly, in contrast, it was 
an adolescent Durang who convinced his mother that she and his father were best permanently 
separated.
94
  While at first glance it may be difficult to understand why one may choose to 
remain in an alcoholic household but, examining the thoughts, feelings, and reasons behind not 
leaving gives a greater understanding and insight into my character.   
Durang clearly uses his playwriting and particularly The Marriage of Bette and Boo as a 
way to come to terms with his childhood and work through his familial issues and exorcised his 
demons in the process.  All of this is vital to understanding the relationships and actions created 
in The Marriage of Bette and Boo.  You must understand before you can laugh. 
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CHAPTER 4:  DRAMATIC STRUCTURE  
 
 
Exposition 
 The exposition of this play is revealed in an interesting and unique way.  The first 
example of this may be seen during the photography session before the wedding ceremony at the 
beginning of the play.  Characters and their key relationships are revealed without words in a 
montage of living photographic like tableaus.  The audience is left with knowledge of geographic 
location (US) and of a non-contemporary time period hinted at by the costuming.  Social and 
family roles are further defined by the characters‟ actions and dialogue that follows the tableaus, 
but we already feel we know something about these people.  Gaps invite the audience to fill in 
the blanks with personal experiences from their own lives.  This pulls the audience in as more 
character information is revealed.  The relationships of the characters in The Marriage of Bette 
and Boo have repeated throughout history; father, mother, son, etc.  Thus the play becomes 
“timeless” and relevant even today, because the play is character driven by relationships.   
 
Point of Attack  
 James Thomas defines point of attack as “the moment when the play begins in relation to 
the background story.”95  According to this definition the point of attack in The Marriage of 
Bette and Boo appears in the opening scene after the tableau.  Matt steps out of the world of the 
play, breaks the fourth wall and addresses the audience saying, “If one looks hard enough, one 
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can usually see the order that lies beneath the surface.”96  The playwright declares his purpose as 
it relates to the audio/visual exposition/background story offered in the opening tableau and uses 
Matt to connect and define the relationships of the background flashback tableau in a way that 
matches James Thomas‟ definition of point of attack.  The playwright‟s specific words and 
choice of point of attack make it clear that the purpose of this play is to examine this family, its 
dysfunction, and come to an understanding and acceptance of their relationships with one 
another. 
 
Complications or Obstacles 
 The audience is introduced to problems and obstacles in the undertones of the opening 
montage.  These „undertones‟ are further revealed in scene two when it becomes clear that these 
are full blown complications and may threaten the happiness of Bette and Boo‟s marriage.  The 
playwright chooses a non-linear format that invites a feeling of the chaos involved in the world 
and relationships he wishes to explore.  Scenes often flash back and forth in time with narrative 
punctuation.  This conceit allows the audience to see that the dysfunction in the family is deeply 
rooted in time and relationships, and the weight of the burden of this dysfunction becomes 
crushing to the family.  Each journey backward in time also reveals a chance to prevent the 
devastation; an opportunity to heal that is ignored.  No scene is devoid of conflict, tension in 
anticipation of the next conflict, or importantly, hope.  This leads the play to its inevitable climax 
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and Matt‟s personal journey to understanding.  The order and repetition of the scene‟s 
complications and obstacles form a vital element to the dramatic structure of the play. 
 
Climax 
 The climax of this play occurs in scene thirty-two.  After all the struggles, Bette tells Boo 
she no longer loves him.  Bette‟s confession goes beyond a failed marriage.  As Matt achingly 
stands by, Bette delivers this blow in the hospital after the death of their last child.  The choice of 
location is significant.  A hospital is usually thought of as a place of healing.  However, in this 
case, the hospital fails to heal.   
As a result of this play‟s non-linear time line, the audience has already witnessed Bette 
and Boo‟s divorce in court before we see this climatic scene.  By positioning the court scene 
before the confession the playwright is removing the question “if” it is going to happen.  This 
technique of revealing the outcome early allows the audience to focus on “how” it would happen. 
 
Resolution 
 The final and longest scene of the play occurs when Matt and Boo are visiting Bette on 
her hospital deathbed.  Bette questions her second marriage and her divorce from Boo in this 
scene.  Importantly Bette and Boo forgive one another.  The audience sees love still exists 
between them.  Is this an indication that the playwright also forgives?  This final scene provides 
a glimpse of the family that “could have been.”  Bette is at peace when she dies, and they are 
together as a family.  The music from the beginning of the play is heard again, a prayer for Bette 
 28 
is said, and Matt steps forward and delivers his final speech.  He speaks of Bette reuniting with 
her deceased children, Boo, and himself in heaven.  Considering his personal conflicts with the 
Catholic Church, Durang‟s inclusion of these lines are significant.  They signal Matt‟s (and by 
extension Durang‟s) provincial acceptance of his mother‟s right to her own beliefs and life 
choices, and allows him to release her from guilt, facilitating his healing.   
 29 
CHAPTER 5:  DIRECTOR’S CONCEPT 
 
 
 From the very beginning our director, Mr. Christopher Niess, was armed with a clear 
vision of how we would produce Durang‟s play successfully.  Mr. Niess is a director who works 
from, and bases his ideas on, research and knowledge; he is very specific in his choices.  
Performances that come from an informed place (knowing the playwright, the time period, and 
the specifics of the characters) are better performances.  An actor‟s job is to find the truth of the 
character.  If the portrayal is too general it becomes a stereotype.  The success of The Marriage 
of Bette and Boo lies in every character being fleshed out, as true as possible, so that the 
dysfunctional reality is revealed to the audience.  Mr. Niess kept track of all actors and 
characters, which enabled him to be active in each of our individual journeys.  It takes finesse as 
a director to guide many characters into the same world.  That was why after Mr. Niess 
researched and worked closely with the other designers to create a cohesive vision; he began the 
process by sharing the research and vision with the actors so that all had an understanding of 
where the show was coming from and where it needed to go.   
 The beginning presentations highlighted universal concerns for the cast: time period, set 
and genre of the play.  Understanding the challenges we would face as actors, Mr. Niess 
arranged for the presentations to consist of our set designer, Ms. Vandy Wood, explaining her 
concept for the show, and Diana Calderazzo, our dramaturge, presenting facts about 1950s 
culture.   
 30 
 Ms. Wood shared the design concept of using Bette and Boo‟s wedding cake as the set.  
She then went into some detail as to how it would be constructed out of stage platforms and 
would include a large screen, which would hold images projected from behind by a computer 
connected to an LCD projector.  From the design presentation it was clear we would not have a 
box set; the thirty-three scenes of The Marriage of Bette and Boo would require a different 
solution.  Although the concept of “setting the play on a great big enormous wedding cake (with 
the characters able to sit or stand on the different „edges‟ of the cake)” was mentioned and 
labeled a “crackpot notion” 97 by Durang, Mr. Niess saw the validity of the idea and embraced it.  
Since the world of this play is both fantasy and reality, the absurdity of the cake fits the play and 
supports the world.  Further, the circular shapes of the cakes have symbolic meaning and can 
represent several things.  The circular nature of the dysfunctional family, the circular nature of 
our own lives, and the idea that one‟s life must be continually examined so that mistakes of the 
past are not repeated can be suggested to the audience through this set choice.  The cake design 
was also a good logistical choice.  It provided a solution to the many locales needed and the 
quick switches required between scenes.  The vision of how we would move around the cake, 
quickly entering and exiting, was explained by Mr. Niess, along with the concept of simplistic 
props and set pieces for this show.   
 The second presentation by Diana Calderazzo, a graduate student, was intended to be a 
short overview of the time period and be a cohesive research starting point for the entire cast to 
use as a springboard for their own research.  Being set in the past, the movement and mind frame 
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of the characters are naturally different from ours today.  Diana focused on the 1950s since the 
majority of scenes are set in that decade.  Diana began her presentation with a timeline handout.  
She then entertained with common phrases from the time period.  Finally she suggested visual 
research such as Leave It to Beaver and Sears catalog advertisements for movement study.  Mr. 
Niess encouraged all actors to wear rehearsal shoes and clothes in order to aid in the 
development of the movement needed to portray characters.  
 Mr. Niess provided an active rehearsal period.  He wanted us to develop our characters 
from informed choices.  He offered an assignment that had us thinking and on our feet 
immediately so that our ideas were active, not just ideas.  The first step to actively become our 
character was to focus on identifying laughable traits of ourselves and our characters.  Once that 
was completed, we were to find the similarities and differences between them.  This is a common 
acting tool used as a starting point so actors know what traits they already have and those they 
will have to adopt in order to fully become their character.  After we defined them, we took the 
exercise a step further and created an improvisational moment.  In this improvisation we 
connected a folly with a task.  The importance of the exercise was to focus on the action in order 
to capture the truth of the moment.   
 Mr. Niess encouraged us to try and explore before scoring a scene.  His blocking 
philosophy was that blocking should be created during the rehearsal process, not invented before 
the process begins.  Of course, Mr. Niess gave us a logistical outline to work from, but our stage 
movement developed out of action.  Mr. Niess had the actors, as their characters, actively 
chasing an objective and winding up where they ended up in the process.  The blocking took 
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shape, and naturally evolved from that process.  Finally Mr. Neiss adjusted the blocking to 
enhance or clarify the stage picture.  The final blocking developed by Mr. Niess was more than 
functional; it supported my character‟s relationships naturally.  Mr. Niess‟s use of levels, 
whether steps or cake pedestals, created intimate settings that felt real and offered a variety of 
stage pictures.  My favorite example of this would be Mr. Niess‟s placement of Soot next to 
Bette on the second short level down center stage at the front of the cake with Karl stage right.  
This ledge provided me an intimate feeling to share with Bette while putting me a level below 
Karl who was sitting on a cake pedestal giving me a very subservient feeling as I lifted me head 
from the conversation I was having with Bette to interject a comment to Karl.   
 Throughout the process Mr. Niess scheduled scenes for rehearsal in a manner that 
allowed the actor to benefit by being able to build upon scenes and create an arch in a 
performance while still maximizing the time of each actor present. Mr. Niess understands 
repetition is a successful learning technique.  The actors would be given their notes several times 
so they could be remembered and implemented.  The action sequences were repeated so they 
could become natural and automatic.   
 Mr. Niess has an eye for identifying character traits and relationships, an instinctive grasp 
of reality and truth, is able to identify absurdity within this truth, has a strong sense of timing, 
and is extremely versed in movement.  These traits coupled with the fact our interpretations of 
Soot, although arrived at independently, were in agreement, made me feel very confident at all 
times in his director notes.  They were specific, referencing a particular line, scene, relationship, 
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etc., which made them easier to implement.  Often Mr. Niess would suggest a particular acting 
technique for the actor to try in order to keep the development of the character moving forward.   
 The importance of the relationship of the characters, specifically your relationship with 
the characters around, was a very helpful note given by Mr. Niess throughout the rehearsal 
process.  Mr. Niess‟s reminder to be aware of the characters around us and our relationship with 
them sparked an interest in me as an actor, which led me to explore the script again, this time 
paying special attention to my relationship with the other characters and how they change 
throughout the play.  This was a very useful revisit for my process.  In isolating the scenes during 
the rehearsal process I was defaulting to my happy mask, basically rewinding at the beginning of 
each new scene.  In reality how I felt towards Bette was in a constant flux.  I learned I needed to 
put purpose behind my emotion and use the coping method when needed. 
 It was a blessing to have a director that could sense when something was not working for 
you as an actor and provide a note that would assist you in approaching it another way to gain 
success.  To leave that rehearsal with even a little progress would give you something concrete to 
work on and bring back to the rehearsal process.   
 The idea of equilibrium and disequilibrium goes hand in hand with dysfunctional traits 
and actively trying to reach a goal.  To create our dysfunctional world we had to be ever aware of 
where our characters were in that balance.  Our actions went hand in hand with our reactions in 
creating our characters and the relationships between them.  As I stood on stage, I was actively 
participating in my environment, going in and out of equilibrium with the other characters.  It 
was this active participation that kept my character from becoming a stereotypical mask.   
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 During rehearsal  Mr. Niess was constantly expressing the importance of pace, reminding 
us that in comedy cues need to be picked up and the pace quick in order to best serve the 
dialogue.  Mr. Niess‟s direction on pace allowed the dysfunction of the family life to have 
greater power.   
 The autobiographical nature of the play was something that I had researched prior to the 
beginning of rehearsal, and was careful throughout the process to never lose sight of the 
connection.  It was the autobiographical nature that compelled my approach of Soot to be reality 
based.  I was aware that The Marriage of Bette and Boo is a play fashioned around memories, 
and the characters are rooted in truthful snapshots of Durang‟s own life and his family.  Mr. 
Niess mentioned that he felt that Durang‟s snapshots of life seemed truthful to how our memory 
really works.  I decided this idea rang true to me.  Thinking back to moments in my life, they 
were snapshots as I remember them.  As the memories became more distant in time, they were 
truly combinations of memory and hearsay from others.  
 The ensemble cast, developed under his direction, was a pleasure to work with and 
enhanced the experience tremendously.  An ever- steady force, Mr. Niess effortlessly kept the 
entire cast on track, and at the same time allowed us to explore and develop our characters fully.  
Encouraged by the direction provided I forged ahead, exploring different techniques to achieve 
the performance I desired to give.   
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CHAPTER 6:  REHEARSAL AND PERFORMANCE JOURNAL 
 
 
 The Marriage of Bette & Boo was the third production of the 2003-2004 season and was 
performed on the Theatre UCF main stage under the direction of Mr. Chris Neiss.  The Marriage 
of Bette & Boo began rehearsals October 17
th
, and opened on the 20
th
 of November after thirty-
four days of rehearsal.  The show ran for two weeks and had an eight-day Thanksgiving break in 
the middle.  The show‟s final performance was December 7th.  The show‟s run included a total of 
ten performances including three matinees.  During this time, I kept a journal to record my 
thoughts and process.   
 October 17, 2003 – I was a bit overwhelmed with excitement.  I entered the Blue Room 
for the first read through this evening, and I chose a seat across from Robert who was cast to play 
my son, Boo.  The stage manager handed me a green envelope filled with schedules and 
necessities.  The cast assembled one by one and then the presentations began.  Vandy Wood, the 
set designer, revealed a diagram of the Wedding Cake set equipped with projection screens and 
columns to be used to sit and stand on.  Diana Calderazzo, Dramaturge, spoke about the time 
period.  Diana provided a timeline of the thirty-year span, which contained landmark events.  She 
touched on the idea of the American dream and the undercurrent of Naesent Feminism.  She 
played with phrases from the time period and suggested movies and old catalogs for movement 
research to support character development.  Christopher Niess, the director, spoke of comedy, 
and his take fascinated me.  As I reflected on his words, the word comedy stuck out in my mind.  
With a self-awareness of the ridiculous elements of my personality and the recent study of 
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clowning, I decided I would draw from these first.  I jotted down many notes from the evening‟s 
discussion of the play that would assist my investigation.  „What are we to be poking fun of?‟ 
and „we needed to make the audience laugh and then think‟ were the notes that fueled my 
thoughts today.  Questions began to form.  How did I feel (objectives and relationships)?  What 
was I trying to do (actions)?  Soot would be found by identifying objectives, relationships, and 
actions.  The truth of Soot lay here.  For this reason I reviewed my character analysis and 
considered how her truth fit into the comedy of Durang‟s world that we discussed. 
 My first task as a member of the cast was to identify three laughable faults, traits, or 
follies shared by my character and myself.   
 Today‟s thoughts: As I visualize my goal ahead, of realizing the truth of Soot, I know that 
no magic will manifest the result I desire.  I will succeed only through the mechanics of 
questioning and the method of exploring, so they will be my tools for this process. 
 
 October 18, 2003 – I began the homework assignment in the morning and worked to 
identify three laughable faults, traits, or follies that Soot and I shared.  I decided to start with 
myself.  As I reflected on past moments to identify ideas, I realized that I could sometimes 
present a forced, happy appearance when I was not.  This was caused by my strong need to 
please people and to be liked.  I could also sometimes be laughably clumsy.  When nervous, I 
could say the wrong thing.  I could also be easily embarrassed since I am shy at the core.  I could 
misunderstand things sometimes.  Throughout life I noticed that I could never find my keys.  
This made me laugh.  I felt I had enough to work with so I moved onto the laughable traits of 
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Soot.  I realized I had thought of her all along, that I really had not separated us in my mind.  The 
fact that Soot found the cruel things Karl said to her to be funny was similar to my strong need to 
please.  Also, Soot appeared to have found everything that Karl said delightful despite its cruel 
edge.  Soot was very attentive to Karl and always tried to keep him happy and pleasant.  Soot 
disliked conflict and did everything she could to keep peace, even to the point of self-sacrifice.  
Soot allowed herself to be called by a nickname whose origin she didn‟t remember even though 
it seemed quite degrading.  Hmm, did I share any of these traits? 
 I had completed my list of laughable traits; my next step was to use this foundation to 
create periods of internal truth for Soot through action.  I spent time on my own and improvised 
moments and questioned what was truthfully funny. [Actions were the focus of my exploration.]  
While we watched and examined Donte‟s improvisation during rehearsal, the following idea 
surfaced in our discussion: Maybe being funny meant you took some small sliver of truth and 
magnified it?  This worked for Donte today.  He used physicality that gave his arm the 
appearance of being abnormally long so that he could save submarines or space ships.  I have 
forgotten which arm or why he was saving these things, but I have not forgotten how I laughed 
whole-heartedly.   
 Today‟s thoughts: Sometimes it was easier in my life to be happy and ignore all that was 
wrong than to face it head on.  Ignorance was bliss.  Love; how one could be blinded when they 
were in love could be true for Soot.  Could happiness be found in a relationship?  Maybe it was 
easier for Karl to blame Soot than to look inside him for fault.  It could be difficult to be 
committed to a truthful examination of our own faults.  Was it natural for humans to want to 
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change those around us?  Who was it that Soot wanted to change?  Who tried to change her?  
Why? 
 
 October 19, 2003 – I entered this rehearsal process with a decision made that Soot was 
not a cliché dumb blonde, but a complex character that took a psychological journey within the 
play.  Today, I questioned my choice.  I ran scene 6 and tried to find Soot‟s laugh while Karl‟s 
last line of the scene rang in my mind.  He sure made a strong statement.  Not just dumb, but the 
dumbest white woman alive.  Not the dumbest one ever, but alive now.  This cruel line really 
made me think again.  Was Soot dumb?  After consideration my original instinct was correct, but 
the complexity of Soot still left me wondering, if not dumb, then what was she?  At the close of 
scene 6, Soot played dumb in response to Karl‟s proposition.  Why did she use that tactic?  Was 
Soot just embarrassed by what Karl proposed at the end of this scene or had she thought it easier 
to act clueless rather than to tell Karl no? 
 Today‟s thoughts: Could one expect their partner to provide them with happiness?  Or 
must happiness be found within oneself?  Was this a case of misery loving company? 
 
 October 20, 2003 – The following are notes that I jotted down in rehearsal in order to be 
remembered so that I could revisit and explore them later.  Each character was a snap shot of the 
time period (50s).  This idea reminded me of how important it was to approach Soot from her 
1950s mindset, not my contemporary one. 
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 We were dysfunctional characters who tried to make it work!  I loved the natural way this 
note incited activity (action). 
 It was funny to see a character who tried really hard to complete a simple task correctly, 
but who failed (messed up).  We (the audience) liked to watch the character that picked herself 
up, recovered, and tried even harder again to complete the simple task correctly (essence of 
clown).  The idea of one who tried really hard to keep the alcoholic family functioning despite 
failure was at the root of Soot‟s existence, and I believed this truth was both humorous and sad.  
It was this dual emotional quality that made up Durang‟s dark humor. 
 Soot found everything that she did for Karl enjoyable.  She found delight in her life.  Karl 
was funny, charming, and all his friends said so.  I laughed and found the fun in Soot‟s world and 
remembered that Karl enjoyed Soot.  She expected that he enjoyed her company.  She was not 
tentative about what she said or talked about around Karl.  It was just a matter of finding the 
right conversation subject. 
 As I reviewed and reflected on my rehearsal notes I found I questioned them.  First off, I 
thought Soot was careful with what she said to Karl, but I did agree she didn‟t fear him.  She did 
try to keep Karl happy, and learned over the years what triggers set him off.   
 What was Soot‟s ideal life, husband?  I believed that Karl gave Soot her ideal life to a 
point.  He was a good provider.  Karl gave Soot a lot of attention even though it was negative.  
He also gave her the security of money.  She loved being a wife and mother.  She was the happy 
homemaker. 
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 How did Soot interact with the people (husband, son, friend, stranger, etc.) around her?  I 
identified the differences between 1950 and 2003 in order to avoid contemporary manners.  To 
do this, I watched reruns of Leave it to Beaver and I Dream of Jeanie as well as gathered 
information on 1950s etiquette and then applied it to the physicality of Soot.  Every time period 
and culture had physical rules that detailed proper etiquette.  During my research gathered I paid 
special attention to how the TV characters sat, stood, spoke, and interacted with each other.  
Good manners and proper etiquette aided in the development of Soot.  Truth was, as I watched 
Leave it to Beaver I dreamed of living the perfect life.  I knew it couldn‟t exist, but I still 
dreamed of the fairy tale, and I was positive that Soot had too.  Who did not want the picket 
fence life?  Who did not want to be loved and taken care of by her husband?  I also watched 
Pleasantville, but found the mother to be Margaret type not Soot.  I daydreamed in black and 
white about what Karl and Soot‟s first meeting was really like.  Were they introduced by family?  
Underneath the appearance of the American dream, Soot‟s life was full of the dysfunction that 
alcoholism caused her family, and this must be remembered. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Could the apple fall far from the tree?  I knew that behavior was 
learned, but did one have to have the natural inclination for it?  Was there a genetic or 
environmental connection?  Maybe it was knowledge of another choice that could break a 
pattern?  Destiny verses choice (free will)? 
 
 October 21, 2003 – Today we worked with Jim Brown on the opening song.  The opening 
song had a music box quality and was lively.  This childlike chant of names was as lively in the 
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mouth as it sounded.  We covered the general melody and were assigned groups for the round, 
and added the basic movement.  For the song‟s movement we explored 1950s physicality by 
dropping in the image of a Maytag ad containing a housewife being presented with a new 
washer.  The round (song) and circular movement led us to the wedding ceremony of Bette and 
Boo.  In the wedding scene we were instructed to pick an imaginary place and to complete the 
action „to look for someone‟ or „to tell them something‟ with our opening lines.  To juxtapose the 
fantasy (imaginary place) with the real task (action), to me, was a perfect way to begin Soot‟s 
journey. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Actions make a person who they are.  What they have said or done as 
well as why they have done it.  Actions speak loudly but „why‟ seemed to me the key to truth.  
Why did Soot make the choices she did?  Why did she stay with Karl? 
 
 October 22, 2003 – I borrowed 1950s CDs from a friend and began listening to them non-
stop and naturally implemented them into my physical warm-up.  I found the music delightful as 
I used it to transport me back into time.  I thought about Karl and Soot and their life together.  I 
wondered about moments like their prom and their wedding.  What were they like? 
 I found an informative and interesting gender roles article, How to be a Good Wife, in a 
1954 high school home economics textbook.  This article detailed all the items that a good wife 
should get done before her husband returns home from work, as well as general information on 
how your husband can be made happy.  I found no information in this article that mentioned 
what your husband should get done for you or what you should get done for yourself.   
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 Today‟s thoughts: Should Soot have left Karl?  Would Soot have been a stronger or 
better person if she had?  The vows of marriage, how far was „for better or worse‟ meant to be 
taken?  The idea of putting your husband first: could this have worked if your husband had done 
the same?  Was any relationship in the 1950s a partnership?  Was a wife only a caregiver? 
 
 October 23, 2003 – Research supported Soot‟s loss of hearing at the end of her life as a 
psychological symptom.  It was common for loved ones of alcoholics to have developed 
psychological symptoms as a coping mechanism.  Soot‟s selective hearing evolved from the 
healing device of laughter that Soot used to combat Karl‟s comments.  By the marriage retreat 
Soot relied on her manifested deafness to maintain her happiness.  Soot saw Booey suffer from 
alcoholism passed down from his father as his marriage fell apart.  Soot knew she had enabled 
the behavior and this pushed her to the breaking point.  Soot was unable to handle reality; instead 
she took solace in silence where she found peace.   
 Once examined, I found Bette and Soot‟s behaviors interesting. They reacted so 
differently to their alcoholic husbands.  Soot and Bette both took on the role of an enabler to a 
certain degree.  But, Bette did not sit quietly by as Soot did; instead she fought Boo and pled 
with him to change.  The tactic most often used by Bette in her war against alcoholism was 
nagging.  Bette nagged Boo to change his ways.  She did this because she hoped that he would 
see the error of his ways; unfortunately he used it as an excuse to drink more.  Booey even 
deluded himself into thinking that he wouldn‟t have drunk if Bette had not nagged.  Interestingly 
Soot did not nag Karl.  I wondered if this was because she and Karl had not challenged the 
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gender roles that society had set up.  Soot accepted Karl as the man of the house and did not 
challenge his decisions.  I believed that it was Soot‟s natural love of homemaking that saved her 
from nagging.  She focused on her duties and on mothering and found pride in her work.  Bette 
was a woman who expected more from her husband and felt entitled to emotional fulfillment and 
demanded her husband to work with her to find happiness.  This was not to say that Soot did not 
want this connection.   
 Scene 6: What was Soot‟s relationship to Bette?  Soot felt a bit threatened by her 
presence.  Bette was another woman in her house who received a great deal of attention and 
caused conflict, which Soot did not like and worked hard to avoid.  She wanted Bette to like her, 
and was excited about the baby; she loved babies.  But, was confused by why Bette did not just 
let Booey drink?  Soot needed to calm Bette down and to have her energy refocused on the 
positive (the baby). 
 Today‟s thoughts: What went on behind closed doors or happened in a relationship was 
really hard to judge from outside.  What was considered an unhealthy relationship?  What could 
be considered markers?  How much did Soot compromise?  Did Soot compromise too much and 
create an unhealthy relationship and sacrifice her core? 
 
 October 24, 2003 – From rehearsal notes that were given my new physical goal for Soot 
was to be grounded, but full of joyful energy. From my physical exploration with Mr. Niess, I 
have found that to be grounded I needed to place my weight back in my heels.  I reminded 
myself that there was no stress or tension in joy.  Also, I needed to be mindful to make sure that I 
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added in moments of failure to completed Soot‟s development.  As an actor, Mr. Niess suggested 
that I work until I have found the positive and then I needed to allow myself to tripped up.  The 
obstacle was not to be played.  The action was to be played.  We were to think positive.  As a 
cast, we were generous with each other.  The focus of each scene was to be identified and 
everyone was to give focus as required.  We were characters of Matt‟s memory (part fantasy and 
part truth).  Functional dysfunction was a concept that was ever present.  Positive action to 
resolve the problem was the action that Soot took.  Soot warned Bette that she could not have a 
baby, because it would die or could be retarded.  How did she do this?  Since Soot didn‟t know 
how to go about it she asked for Karl‟s help by hinting about a friend of theirs and their child 
who had been born with a birth defect.  Soot did this because she hoped that Karl would jump in 
and solve the problem, but he did not.  Was this a tactic that Soot used often?  Did she let Karl 
deal with the unpleasant often?  Did Karl handle the conflicts while Soot tried to create the 
peace?  Was this a good compatibility? 
 Today‟s thoughts: Was Karl and Soot a good match?  How was true love to be measured 
or confirmed?  How could one know if they were right for each other before they were married?  
What about arranged marriages?  Could respect be the key that was missing in Soot and Karl‟s 
relationship? 
 
 October 25, 2003 – In order for the complexity of the Christmas scene to be truthfully 
portrayed I looked at Soot‟s many roles within the scene.  As the hostess of the family gathering 
and the hero of her dysfunctional family, Soot was responsible for keeping the peace.  Not an 
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easy job since dysfunction ran wild that Christmas.  Booey was drinking, Bette was nagging and 
all the while Karl was antagonizing everyone.  Within this scene we saw Soot play the hero as 
she tried to keep peace and then switched and accept the role of scapegoat when Karl trusted it 
upon her. 
 Ryan and I ran the „Lottie‟ section a number of times and discussed Lottie.  Karl cheated 
on Soot with Lottie.  This was the first time the secret of his betrayal was revealed.  Did Karl 
love Soot?  Could he have loved her?  He did not respect her and this he showed clearly when he 
was unfaithful.  I was sure that Soot knew about the affair.  I wondered if cheating was 
commonplace with Karl.  Why was Soot quiet about this?  Was she quiet about this?  Did she put 
an end to it, and was that why Lottie did not visit?  Did she have a broken hip?  Or, was she 
pregnant? 
 Today‟s thoughts: Why did Karl stray?  Did Karl cheat because he could?  Was Karl 
going through a mid-life crisis?  Once trust was lost in a relationship what was left?  What were 
the emotional effects of betrayal on the human psyche? 
 
 October 26, 2003 - Eyes fascinated me.  How other people saw Soot.  How Soot saw 
herself in Karl‟s eyes.  What she saw in her eyes when she looked in the mirror.  What Soot saw 
in other people‟s eyes?  How she imagined others saw themselves and her.  Karl was cruel 
tongued, but I saw love in Karl‟s eyes when Ryan portrayed him.  Was Ryan‟s compassion 
bleeding out and giving compassion to Karl, a man who may have never had an ounce?  How 
two opposites, love and cruelty, could exist together made no real sense to me.  
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 Today‟s thoughts: If Karl had loved Soot then why did he treat her so poorly?  Could it 
have been simply the difference between men and women?  Could it have been Karl‟s 
insecurities?  Was it fun for Karl?  Did he mean it?  Did he love Soot?  Did he at one time? 
Could one have loved and not respected their spouse?  Where did the divide end?  Did all 
marriages grow and change?  Was the key to grow together?  Was this possible? 
 
 October 27, 2003 – I focused on scene 26 today and explored and asked questions in 
search of an honest portrayal of Soot.  Soot‟s eyebrows were a focus for her during this scene.  It 
was clear that the stress in her life was escalating quickly and we (the audience) saw Karl push 
her in this scene beyond her expected role.  Soot was accustomed to laughing at Karl‟s cruel 
jokes, but here Karl asked her to tell it.  With the death of Bette and Boo‟s last child at the end of 
the scene we saw Soot hit rock bottom.  Soot tried really hard to tell the joke to Karl‟s 
satisfaction, but she fell short of Karl‟s standard. 
 Did Soot worry about her eyebrows because she had noticed a difference in herself?  Did 
she see changes physically or did she look different to herself. 
 Today‟s thought: Can people lose themselves so entirely in a relationship that they are no 
longer the person they once were?  Was this a product of trying to make their other half happy?  
Or was it because the couple was not a match from the start?  Who was compatible? Could 
opposites attract and form a successful healthy relationship?  
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 October 28, 2003 – I worked on the proper focus for Soot in the marriage retreat scene.  I 
wanted her to be active in the scene even though she was deaf (or was blocking out everything).  
So I experimented with how visuals were funny.  Since Soot could not hear the joke, Donte's 
physicality was her main cues.  Soot easily found delight in Father‟s jokes through his physical 
humor.  The timing of Soot's exchange with Margaret in this scene needed to also be taken from 
visuals.  Soot‟s last line needed to be framed to button the scene.  This scene was fun and 
challenged me to work through and develop stronger choices through focus technique.  Where 
did Soot go when she zoned out and heard nothing?  I imagined that the cruelty that spew from 
Karl‟s mouth and the unhappiness of her son were too much for her to bear.  In order to survive 
at this point Soot retreated into her silent world and was happy.  It was not reality, but it is the 
only survival tool Soot had left. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Did Soot blame Karl in anyway?  Or, did she find fault in only herself?  
One always had a choice, they say.  Was Soot too meek to see the way out?  Would her life have 
been any better if she had picked up and left?  Was Bette‟s life better after the divorce? 
 
 October 29, 2003 – I dealt with humor, joy, laughter, tension and sadness and how they 
related to Soot‟s relationships.  How did Soot find so much delight in Karl?  I reflected on times 
when I cried so hard as well as times I had laughed and laughed.  Both were strong reactions.  It 
was my experience that people could be uncomfortable with crying (crying could sometimes be 
thought as weak) and substituted laughter instead, even at inappropriate times.  What if Soot 
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knew something we didn‟t?  What if Karl was all bark and no bite?  Maybe without fear for Karl 
Soot was free to laugh instead. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Did we make choices in life that changed our path or would we always 
take the road eventually fated?  Did God have control, the greater plan?  Did God punish as Matt 
thought?  
 
 October 30, 2003 – Soot was an enabler in her dysfunctional family.  She enabled both 
her husband (Karl) and son (Boo) to drink.  Soot was initially unaware of her contribution to her 
loved ones alcoholism.  She was only trying to take care of them and wanted to create peace in 
her family.  Where was it in her journey that she realized her role?  Did she every stop enabling 
her loved ones?  It seemed that Soot saw the alcoholism causing problems in her Booey‟s 
marriage and understood he learned from his father, but I did not find any clear sign that she 
stopped enabling either of them.   
 Smiles could be active and inactive.  This idea was a new one suggested to me in 
rehearsals and I sought out the difference.  Soot‟s inactive smile was the same as a physical 
mask.  It was possible to hide behind this mask, but it was flat and stereotypical.  Soot‟s active 
happiness evokes an active smile that she hides behind.  It comes and goes as needed.  In my 
research I came across the healing effect of laughter.  Soot‟s relationship with Karl was complex.  
Every time Karl insulted Soot she had two options as to how she could react to him.  The first 
option was to call him on his insult and request that he stop.  The second was to not request the 
behavior to stop and to deal with the insult.  Soot chose the latter and then took it one step further 
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when she made a conscious choice to find Karl charmingly funny.  At first glance this seemed 
like a crazy choice for a person to have made.  But, I believed Soot was doing everything she 
could to make her relationship pleasant and to not rock the boat.  This choice was in her mind the 
best way to handle the situation. 
Today‟s thoughts: Masks and their many forms were on my mind.  How natural it was to 
hide ones feelings from those you love.  What was it like to live a lie trying to be who someone 
wants you to be?  If left to herself, who would Soot have become? 
 
 October 31, 2003 – Today was Halloween and costumes were everywhere.  What we 
wore and how that informed our characters.  More specifically I have thought about women‟s 
clothing of the 1950s and how it related to my character.  Did the skirts that Soot wore make her 
feel beautiful?  Or did they stifle her and put her in her place?  Could she have felt differently if 
she had worn pants?  Could ditching the heels have changed her in anyway?  I wondered if she 
had felt comfortable in the heels.  Did she feel beautiful without her make up?  How long did she 
have her particular hairstyle?  Drawing from my own personally experience I felt that all the 
above items subtle effected who Soot was as a person.   
 Today‟s thoughts: As I watched the final scene between Bette and Boo at rehearsal I 
could not take my mind off the idea of regrets.  Did Soot have any regrets?  What might Soot 
change if she had the chance? 
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 November 1, 2003 – These are some general notes from rehearsals that I folded into my 
work:  I worked specifics and carried through with my actions.  Always aware of tempo and 
pauses, I did not take three beats to have a thought if a half or one beat was enough.  A conscious 
effort was made to not let the last five or six scenes become melodramatic or drawn out.  We 
vowed as a cast to be generous on stage.  Focus was made to play my action and to not layer the 
text with extra unnecessary sounds. 
 Exploration of Soot‟s tempo made me aware of my breath and its connection to action.  
Aware of the tempo needed to complete each action, I found each intention scored with the 
appropriate energy needed.  Further exploration of Soot‟s laughter and how it affected my breath 
and tempo will continue throughout my process.  How was it different each time?  How was it 
the same?  This comparison fascinated me. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Breath equals life and during life the heart beats at different tempos 
throughout.  How personal experiences molded or shaped Soot‟s likes, fears, wants and desires 
intrigued me.  To take it one step further I considered what Soot was willing to do to get what 
she wanted. 
 
 November 2, 2003 – Scene 9, the first child of Bette and Boo.  During the beginning lines 
of this scene at the hospital, Karl ordered Soot to get him a drink.  This section needed further 
scoring so I examined it again.  Was Karl trying to draw attention to himself?  Did Karl really 
want a drink?  Surly he knew that no drink could be found in a hospital?  Why did he make such 
an unreasonable request?  It was interesting that Karl used emotional blackmail on Soot and 
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stated that he would not speak to her if she did not fulfill his request.  Emotional blackmail was a 
manipulative tactic.  Also for Karl to have picked communication as an item to withhold as 
blackmail told me that Soot desired this from Karl, and he knew it.  Was he testing or asserting 
his power over Soot?  If he was testing, why did he do this?  Did he feel threatened by the baby?  
Soot did love babies! 
 Today‟s thoughts: Desire to protect oneself was primary for Karl.  This instinct was so 
strong that Karl took Soot and Booey on the dysfunctional alcoholism circle with him.  Did he 
realize he was doing this to his family?  Was he selfish? 
 
 November 3, 2003 – Building her pleasant world was a constant job for Soot.  This was 
important to her since she did not like the vulgar.  As I glanced over the last few entries in my 
journal, I noticed it was full of notes.  I was in an exploratory mode where asking questions was 
essential to my process.  I dove into the specifics in order to flush out the many facets of Soot‟s 
character.  I have lengthened my pre-rehearsal warm- ups to be insured that I am ready and open 
for discoveries. 
 Today‟s thoughts:  Did Soot have control over her happiness?  Her coping method was 
created to deal with the painful in her life and I wondered if it did the job.  Could denial 
sugarcoat enough to prevent the pain or was it just enough for Soot to have functioned. 
 
 November 4, 2003 – Images were very powerful tools for me.  Once the character was 
pictured in my mind‟s eye I stepped into her and begun to flush out the facets of her character 
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that I had been exploring over the last rehearsals.  The image of Soot in her apron, domestic and 
happy, was a very strong image for me to work with.  Another powerful image was Soot kissing 
the cheek of Karl as he headed off to work.  The last one I worked with today was Soot‟s adoring 
look that she always gave Boo as he left for school.  I found working with these images refreshed 
my approach and informed my body with clues to my character‟s physicality that I couldn‟t have 
found from an intellectual approach alone.  These exercises revealed Soot‟s center of weight to 
be centered as a sitting dog waiting for the next command.  By keeping her weight grounded and 
centered it allowed Soot to be ready to spring into action.  It also allowed for a greater lose of 
equilibrium when she was not able to complete the command and return to center, as she was 
used to.  We saw this lose of equilibrium in both the „drink‟ and „joke‟ scenes.  
 Today‟s thoughts: Images conjured up responses from all my senses, and I was amazed 
how strong I felt these.  The memory of these images left imprints on my soul that I will draw 
from throughout the journey. 
 
 November 5, 2003 – Laughing has become a focus for me this week.  I turned to energy 
levels to continue development of Soot‟s laughter.  During these between rehearsal sessions I 
have applied energy levels and the ideas of expanding and contracting to my vocal work of Soot.  
This allowed the laughter to be a product of joy and released laughter naturally.  This joy in my 
laughter supported Karl and Soot‟s relationship well.  Soot‟s dysfunction was that she responded 
to Karl‟s cruel comments as if they were funny.  Soot‟s delight in Karl was one of her strongest 
dysfunctional character traits.  Finding Karl funny was something I will continue to explore and 
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build.  Continuing to find the humor in Karl and exploring what this means vocally and 
physically for Soot was essential to discover how Soot‟s laughter was manifested and to keep it 
alive. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Does Soot‟s laughter come from love blinded, or was it manifested for 
only protection, an armor of shorts?  It was clear to me that Soot was playing the game with Karl 
and that she knew her role and how to defuse Karl. 
 
 November 6, 2003 – Karl and Soot‟s relationship was full of dysfunctional 
communication.  I wondered what was said between Karl and Soot behind closed doors.  Was 
Karl kind to her?  Did he ever respect Soot?  The way he made fun of her in public was a very 
demeaning action.  Why did he do this?  Was Karl simply following the example that was set by 
his father by imposing the role of scapegoat on Soot?  I have found that every time Soot took on 
the scapegoat role in the play that it was needed in the balancing game of the dysfunctional 
alcoholic family. 
 Today‟s thoughts: An examination of body language was also required in the 
development of Soot.  The idea that clues about what is going on inside a person‟s mind could be 
seen in body language was a very intriguing idea to me.  Could Soot say one thing but convey 
the deep truth to the audience with her body language?  Since body language was mostly about 
subconscious action I was not certain if I would be able to implement any into my portrayal of 
Soot, but I was determined to explore the idea fully. 
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 November 7, 2003 – Soot‟s props were a ton of fun.  I worked with Karl‟s (Ryan‟s) cigar 
in the eyebrow/joke scene, and it proved the most challenging prop.  The timing of the exchange 
was key to it working.  While we were working through the mechanics of this exchange I found 
that if I focused on Ryan‟s breathing and matched its rhythm that the pass of the cigar came 
naturally.  Did we naturally mimic the breathing of our loved ones? 
 Today‟s thoughts: My modern dance training came flooding back to me as I 
experimented with synchronizing breath with Karl.  This connection of breath created a bonded 
feeling, a close connection with Karl, and I wondered if making a life with someone produced 
any of these feelings.  Or did Karl keep Soot far enough away that she felt alone? 
 
 November 8, 2003 – The Thanksgiving scene also presented a unique prop to work with.  
Working with the pearl earring in my white-gloved hand was interesting.  The white on white 
masked the earring for the audience.  I adjusted my hand shape and gave the earring as much 
focus as I could and it alleviated the confusion.  The earring was only a feeble excuse for Soot to 
check on Booey, so the visual was not as important as the checking on son. 
 Soot‟s first exit felt unmotivated for me until I noticed that Karl was giving me my cue to 
leave.  It was so natural and truthful to look to Karl when the dysfunction started to build in the 
scene.  Since I was a guest and it was not my place to step in and fix the dysfunction, I allowed 
Karl to cue me to leave and scurried to catch up with him.  This development of a motivated 
exist pleased me. 
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 Today‟s thoughts:  The candelabra that Soot brings with her to Thanksgiving seemed 
very odd to me this evening.  Why did Soot choose to bring this item to the family dinner?  I 
decided it was an anniversary gift from Bette, and Soot wanted to make sure that Bette knew she 
liked it. 
 
 November 12, 2003 – Tonight we rehearsed on the stage!  The wedding cake was great.  
The stage proved to be very difficult to navigate for me this evening.  The stairs were rough 
during the quick hospital entrances, and the rake of the set was really hard for me in the taller 
heels.  But, I was not discouraged and managed to increase my comfort level and ease of 
movement already during the first rehearsal.  I have worn heals during the rehearsal process to 
build up a general comfort for heels, but my costume heels are taller and smooth bottomed.  I 
have purchased rehearsal heels with the taller heel and added rubber to the bottom of them to 
discourage slipping.  I have plenty of time to become comfortable with the set, and I was 
thankful for this time.  Ryan noticed my taller heels and offered to carry the heavier pieces off at 
the end of our scenes when he could, which I greatly appreciated. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Footwear and how it changes your movement is never ending.  Just by 
adding one inch to the heels and raking the stage, weight placement sifts slightly.  I loved it.  It 
gave me a chance to revisit the idea of losing equilibrium and to return. 
 
 November 13, 2003 – Costume / Dress Parade: The pink dress created for Soot was 
lovely.  I loved how it made me feel.  I felt very different when I wore it than I had in my 
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rehearsal skirt.  The apron, gloves, hat and purse all coordinated perfectly.  The addition of the 
costume gave me a thrill.  As I snapped myself into Soot‟s wonderful wrap dress, I was so 
excited about the performance to come. 
 Today‟s thoughts: The idea that „clothes make the man‟ may go too far, but I found that 
the costumed completed mine.  I felt from a different time period when wearing the costume and 
I felt permission to enter the world Durang created since I was so appropriately dressed. 
 
 November 14, 2003 – Crew Watch: It was exciting to have the crew in the audience 
tonight!  It was nice to finally have an audience.  The slide show went really well and seemed to 
add to the experience of the audience.  I don‟t know what was on the screen during the „shade‟ 
comment of Karl‟s, but the audience went wild.  I was looking forward to sharing Soot with an 
audience after working so hard towards portraying her truth.  I believe the audience saw her as I 
had hoped. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Live responses reminded me that although Soot has been a personal 
journey for me, she was always intended to be viewed by an audience.  Adding the audience 
completed the last component needed for theatre.  I was looking forward to comments and 
critiques of the play and performances.  I was interested in what elements of Soot were revealed 
to the audience successfully. 
 
 November 16, 2003 – Cue-to-Cue: rehearsal was long in order to finalize the slides and 
lighting.  It felt like forever since allergies had taken over my body, and I was sick.  I found 
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myself tonight miserably trying to suppress a cough on stage.  With all the laughter in Soot‟s 
dialogue the cough was trouble.  Even with a cold I was counting down the seconds until 
tomorrow‟s dress rehearsal.  I just couldn‟t wait to get into costume. 
 Today‟s thoughts: „Firsts‟ were moments that we note in life (first: Christmas, kiss, job, 
house, love, championship, etc.).  These moments were special not only because of what they 
were but because they were new experiences.  I knew that this show would be my first 
performance on the UCF main stage: an exciting new experience! 
 
 November 17, 2003 – Tech Dress Rehearsal: Still searching for further truth in my 
relationship with Bette I reviewed the advice scene and explored the following ideas. The idea 
that Soot understood Bette‟s desire for children, but did not understand why she became 
pregnant knowing that the doctors did not feel the baby could survive.  Bette‟s desire to have a 
baby at any cost was a very selfish act that Soot did not understand.  Soot wanted desperately for 
Bette to see the error of her desire. 
 Today‟s thoughts: The desire to have something that you cannot have was an easy 
concept, but risking the death or illness of a child seemed over the top.  What was it that drove 
Bette to go down her path?  Was it the Catholic Church?  Or was it her need to have someone 
who loved her unconditionally and that she could care for and control?  
 
 November 18, 2003 – Dress Rehearsal: My hair turned out well all curly and wavy.  
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I felt good tonight.  I enjoyed the show and was pleased with my performance this evening.  A 
peaceful feeling came over me this evening during the marriage retreat.  This newfound 
peacefulness sprouted out of Soot‟s forgiveness.  When Soot reached the marriage retreat she 
was in a different place than we have seen previously.  She had released herself from the 
responsibility of her and her families‟ mistakes.  She had accepted that she could not fix her 
son‟s marriage.  She has embraced God‟s love.  She blocked everything unpleasant out of her 
mind and that included Karl and his words. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Soot gave herself a clean slate and a chance to be free mentally.  Was 
her mind fractured at this point or had it retained sharpness? 
 
 November 19, 2003 – Final Dress Performance: Final Dress went smooth for me and I 
felt ready to open tomorrow.  The technical elements of the play had come together to support as 
designed.  The raked stage no longer registered as anything unusual to my movement.  Every 
character has continued to grow since the addition of the remaining elements and I felt we had 
created a strong show.  
 Today‟s thoughts: Expectations have been high on my end for this production.  I have 
exceeded my original expectation, but have found that I raise the bar every time I have reached it 
throughout.  The natural complexity of Soot lends itself easily to more growth.  If I were to play 
Soot again at another time in my life I would still have more to explore. 
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 November 20, 2003 – Opening Night Performance: After my pre-show warm-up I took 
extra time to enjoy deep breaths and to push all thoughts other than the show out of my mind.  
Thrilled beyond believe to share our story, I have to admit I did not hear the audience‟s laughter, 
clapping or moments of silence.  I gave my focus so strongly to the tasks at hand that I did not 
note any of the reactions from the audience during the show.  This was a very different 
experience for me.   
 Today‟s thoughts: Moving moment to moment created an acting experience unlike any I 
had ever had.  I felt prepared and open for anything when I entered the acting area.  I could have 
followed the team anywhere we needed to go without hesitation. 
 
 November 21, 2003 – Performance: Filled with energy from last night‟s show I was 
fueled for this evening performance.  Ryan suggested a quick exchange of the cigar before the 
start of show and I thought this was a great addition to our warm-up.  This evening my cough 
was in full swing so I gave extra time to vocal exercises and hoped for some loosening of 
congestion.  This process has been like no other for me.  The role was more complex than any I 
have portrayed, because Soot changes from beginning to end.  She was not a cliché or stereotype 
she was a full character.  Her psychological journey was heart wrenching and honest. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Emotions have been on mind this evening.  The audience‟s emotions 
are tapped into as the world Durang created flashes through time to reveal the story of Bette and 
Boo and their family.  The sadness felt for Matt and his family is strong, but the laughter that 
comes from being slightly removed as the conventions dictate allows for thought and hope that 
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Matt will end the cycle.  The hope that our lives are not predestined but what we make of them 
was what I hoped some members of the audience take from this show.   
 November 22, 2003 – Performances at 2 & 8: The eyebrow joke with Karl went really 
well in the matinee and evening performances.  When the timing was correct the joke built the 
needed tension for Soot‟s emotional break.  Timing was on track throughout the show.  My line 
at the end of the marriage retreat scene was well framed and created a good button at the end of 
the scene as intended. 
 Today‟s thoughts: My allergies acted up today and my voice was unusually low.  This 
deeper voice worked for Soot this evening.  Using my full range for Soot was explored, but 
setting her voice in my lower register was never specifically chosen. I loved the grounded feeling 
that the lower tones gave Soot.  I have decided to continue using my lower register for the 
remainder of performances. 
 
 November 23, 2003 – Performance at 2 & photo call:  The Osbornes (family friends) 
came to see the show today and I was very excited to share the show with them.  Karl‟s (Ryan) 
lines with Soot had a little more harshness and bite to them today.  I kept things in balance and 
countered with extra effort as I smoothed things over and made them as peaceful as I could.  Karl 
(Ryan) followed suit and kept us on a truthful track.  The truthful dialogue exchange with Bette 
today in the advice scene was something that I had been working towards passionately and it felt 
great to finally get there. 
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 Today‟s thoughts: In-laws and family was at the forefront of my thoughts today with the 
Osbornes in the audience.  I thought of the many Thanksgivings that I have celebrated with them 
and how welcoming they were.  These positive experiences have renewed me and sent me back 
to school full of energy.  To think what the negative holiday experiences have done to Soot and 
how they must just suck the energy out of her.  Where did she get her strength from to carry on 
and continue to have family holidays?  
 
 December 2, 2003 – Pick- up Rehearsal: I found myself excited to return to the show 
after the holiday break.  In preparation for the pick-up rehearsal I reviewed my lines and 
blocking.  We stumbled through and regained our feet this evening.  To take a week off from the 
show before returning for additional performances was a different process for me.  The break did 
have a great big advantage for me.  The break gave the antibiotics time to kick in and improved 
my health for the second half of the run. 
 I reviewed my blocking and lines and refreshed the mechanics of the brain, but it was the 
revisiting of the relationships and actions that fueled my continued search for the truth.  I have 
found that by focusing on the pursuit of truthful relationships, interactions and actions rather than 
trying to reach a perfect performance has provided a more fruitful process and fulfilling journey.  
This new approach to acting gained during my studies here at the UCF Conservatory I treasure 
most from my graduate schooling.  It made every performance an exploration towards truth not a 
stressful performance leaving me empty.  Within this new approach I found myself present on 
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stage and measured my progress easily while I continued to reach for my goal of a truthful 
portrayal of Soot.  The freedom I found in this structured process was fulfilling. 
 Today‟s thoughts: I examined Matt‟s opening passage and realized that scientists and 
actors have a great deal in common.  They have all looked, examined, explored and tested to find 
the answers to theories. 
 
 December 3, 2003 – Performance: I was amazed how easy it was to navigate the raked 
stage without my cold.  The pillars were half the weight and Soot‟s laughter came freely.  I had a 
fulfilling show I felt connected to the other characters as well as invested in my actions.  This 
was a different level of connection and I was motivated. 
 Coming back to Karl‟s (Ryan‟s) eyes tonight felt like coming home.  Every time I lost 
my equilibrium and returned to Karl‟s eyes I felt centered again.  Which was odd considering 
that he was the one most often directly responsible for my loss of equilibrium.  Karl as my 
anchor as well as the tide seemed impossible.  
 Today‟s thoughts: Were we all creatures of habits?  Did we fear change?  Could Karl 
have provided security for Soot? 
 
 December 4, 2003 – Performance: This evening I added a review of my script notes, after 
hair and before physical warm-up, to my preparation.  After the review I was pleased to find how 
far I had come in my quest to find Soot‟s truth since putting down the script and going off book. 
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 Ryan sensed my need to connect truthfully tonight and spent the first two scenes of the 
show keeping me on my toes and demanding fresh responses.  I found that by the second child of 
Bette and Boo that we were in step with each other instinctively.  What a partner Ryan was 
through this whole process.  Ryan‟s quality of being a distant acting partner yet always there 
when needed made me think of Soot and Karl‟s relationship from another angle.  From the very 
beginning I have understood Soot and Karl‟s basic core, but through it all the many layers of 
their characters have fascinated me.  Intrigued by the complexity of their relationship I have 
examined it over and over and have always found another angle to be explored.  This time I 
wondered if Karl teased Soot to take her mind off of unpleasant things.  Could Karl have slung 
whammies at Soot for any good redeemable reason?  This was something to be considered, but it 
was hard to even think of Karl with a compassionate heart so I rejected the idea. 
 A line was skipped somewhere in the Thanksgiving scene so I had to shorten my look to 
Karl before he summoned me to leave, and my exit was not timed as I would have liked.  On the 
other hand, when I reentered for the earring section the timing was on and Soot‟s purpose of 
checking on Booey before she left was completed well under the guise of looking for a lost 
earring.   
 The „eyebrow‟ scene with Karl and Booey felt raw and honest tonight.  The audience 
seemed to feel for us as a family, they did not see Karl as a monster, and I was pleased to have 
hit this cord right. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Honesty and truth was on my mind as well as the idea of how they fit 
into the phrase “in the eye of the beholder.”  Could one choose their own truth and see things the 
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way they wish?  Once inside the mindset of Soot everything looked different.  Could she even 
keep track of the truth amidst the world that she created? 
 
 December 5, 2003 – Performance: Tonight I enjoyed the songs at the top of the acts 
greatly.  I felt healthy tonight and sang easily; I have found a deeper connection to the songs.  
The opening music box song rang in my ears as childlike and sadly poetic as I moved around the 
stage and sang out the names of my family.  While I made the simple circular movement around 
the stage, moments of the play flashed through my mind and I had to force back tears of joy.  
Filled with emotion I said my first line and felt ready to take the journey.  Are we doomed to 
repeat the mistake of our parents if we do not examine them carefully?  The truth that can be 
found in honestly looking at one‟s behavior to move forward and better yourself can be hard to 
understand and even harder to accept. 
 The 99 bottles of beer song evoked the opposite emotion for me.  It brought on waves of 
sadness as I thought about my Booey and his failing marriage and the unhappiness in his eyes.  I 
found myself without the skills to help him and I needed to help my baby boy.  Another 
realization made this evening was that I have become accustomed to the stage and the stairs.  
With my new realized feeling of comfort in the acting space I began to notice small details again.  
For example, the rice bags thrown by Karl (Ryan) in the wedding scene was extra funny and 
appalling all at once this evening.  It was the first glimpse the audience had of Karl‟s temper.  
The fact that he suffered no consequences from his actions was telling of the dysfunctional 
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world.  It left me to wonder if Soot had stood up to Karl and asked him not to act that way if he 
would have refrained. 
 The marriage retreat scene was full of truthful interactions with Margaret for me this 
evening.  Then later in the show as I laid dead on the stage and listened as Karl proclaimed to 
Matt his philosophy of life and the reason that he stayed married to me.  I was shocked by the 
absurdity that Karl didn't even remember my real name. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Nicknames and teasing was to be considered.  I have heard it said that 
one‟s true feelings could often be found in teasing.  Could Karl‟s teasing to the tenth power (if 
you could call his cruel comments that) be a clue into the unhealthiness of his relationship with 
his wife, a manifestation of disrespect?  Or was Karl immature?  When I was younger my mother 
would say that young boys tease girls that they like before they have the maturity to express it 
any other way. Could Karl be immature instead of cruel? 
 
 December 6, 2003 – Performance: Karl (Ryan) had fire in his eyes when he unleashed his 
„shade‟ comment on me tonight.  The power Karl had over me at that moment was strong; I 
blushed for real.  My reaction was unexpected to even me, but it was honest.  I was also pleased 
with Soot‟s „dead baby speech‟ this evening as I felt a real connection to Booey (Robert) and 
was driven to action by the pain in my heart.  Mothers want the best for their children.   
 On the other hand, the „eyebrow‟ scene didn‟t go over well with the audience.  They 
seemed to not like Karl or at least his sense of humor (not that I could blame them).  When the 
baby dropped at the end of the scene the audience was the most uncomfortable yet.   
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 I watched Bette‟s death scene this evening, on the monitor in the green room, and it was 
very touching.  The capacity one could have to forgive and love amazed me. 
 Today‟s thoughts: Power and how it was gained.  How the upper hand in a relationship is 
gained to be more exact.  Did power have to be taken or could it be given.  Why did Karl always 
have to have the power?  Did Karl take the power?  Or, did Soot give it?  Could it have been a 
mixture? 
 
 December 7, 2003 – Performance: Since today was the last show, I took extra time to 
prepare.  I believed I would remember this show the most, because it was the end of my journey.  
But, tonight‟s show came and went like opening night in an excited blur.  I remembered 
breathing, I remembered Karl‟s (Ryan‟s) eyes, and I remembered bowing in the final curtain call.  
I felt a sense of loss, which was overcome with happiness as I hung my costume up for the last 
time.  The ending of this journey was a little sad for me, but the pride of completion along with 
the promise of the next beginning lay just ahead and carried me forward. 
 Today‟s thoughts: The journey, I reflected for a moment and wondered if our journey not 
the end or beginning was the most important in life.  The journey is when living happens. 
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CHAPTER 7:  CONCLUSION 
 
 
 I set out to portray Soot as a complete, realistic character who goes through a painful, 
personal journey during the play.  By understanding the nuances and the intricate balancing of 
the roles within her dysfunctional family, I was able to understand Soot‟s thoughts and actions.  
She was not the “dumbest white woman alive”98 but a woman who had to use brilliantly simple 
defense mechanisms to get through her day.  This understanding provided me with the ability to 
embrace her point of view and bring her to empathic life on stage.  As an actor, I succeeded by 
identifying what Soot intuitively wanted: to break the cycle.  Her journey is painful and 
embarrassing, but ultimately triumphant.  Her memory and actions help her grandson Matt to a 
better life; even though she failed with her own son.  Soot was no simple stereotype. By 
recognizing this fact and developing a fully-rounded character, I contributed to the ensemble‟s 
goal of developing the playwright‟s intentions.  
 Olympia Dukakis has the opinion that The Marriage of Bette & Boo “is a very forgiving 
play.”99  Durang agreed, saying, “I remember thinking that that sounded right.”100  With this 
play, Christopher Durang offers hope to anyone who has or is living in a dysfunctional situation.  
Soot demonstrates it only takes one concerned and motivated individual to evoke change.  The 
Marriage of Bette and Boo reveals that change is possible and opportunity is available to break 
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the negative cycle of dysfunction.  The play encourages forgiveness, and moves us forward on 
the path to healing.   
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APPENDIX C:  
CHARACTER ANALYSIS 
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Introduction 
 The character analysis process was an integral part of my character development of Soot.  
The following questionnaire created by Dr. Seay was the blueprint of my exploration.  His 
questionnaire initiated my creative process by asking the important questions needed to identify, 
develop, and shape my approach to the material.  The clarity gained fueled my eagerness to 
begin rehearsals and built a foundation for informed choices throughout Soot’s progression. 
 
Approach and Style of the Play 
 What is the genre of the play? The Marriage of Bette and Boo is a comedy.  
 What is the basic or central meaning of the play?  The central meaning of the play is that 
we cannot change people.  We can love them.  We can understand and misunderstand them.  We 
can even forgive them, but we cannot change them.  Durang divulges this central meaning late in 
the play inside scene 30.  Durang chooses Karl to speak the central meaning, which I believe to 
be very clever.  Since the audience has grown accustom to listening for Karl‟s jokes and remarks 
throughout the show, they are not only tuned in to him, but their ear will immediately catch this 
statement because it is totally different than what we expect him to say.   
 
MATT:  Everyone I know is divorced except for you and Soot, and Margaret and Paul.  
Of course, Soot and Paul are dead, but you all stayed married right up until death.  And I 
wondered what mistakes you thought I could avoid based on your experience.  
KARL:  Don‟t expect much, that‟s for starters.  Look at Bette and Bore.  She kept trying 
to change Bore. That‟s idiotic. Don‟t try to change anybody.  If you don‟t like them, be 
mean to them if you want; try to get them committed if that amuses you, but don‟t ever 
expect to change them.
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 How does your character contribute to the basic meaning or central idea of the play?  
Are there any selected illustrations of action and/or dialogue of your character that help to 
reveal the central idea of the play?  It is Soot‟s acceptance of Karl as he is, paired with Karl‟s 
wisdom to not try to change Soot, which is exposed by Durang as the functional part of their 
dysfunctional relationship.   
 Durang gives us the opportunity to see Boo and Bette finally accepting each other when 
Boo visits Bette in the hospital in scene 33.  The peaceful way in which they interact with each 
other forces us to consider the possibility that if Bette and Boo had found this peace earlier, if 
Bette had known her mistake in trying to change Boo, their relationship may have lasted.  But is 
staying married until death the goal?   
 Is your character honestly drawn or has he/she been distorted to affect the central idea of 
the play?  The Marriage of Bette & Boo is structured in a memory play fashion.  Matt, the 
narrator, reveals thirty-three scenes which flash back and forth through time
102
 in an attempt to 
make sense out of his life.  Matt addresses the audience in scene 1 saying, 
If one looks hard enough, one can usually see the order that lies beneath the surface. Just 
as dreams must be put in order and perspective in order to understand them, so must the 
endless details of waking life be ordered and then carefully considered.  Once these 
details have been considered, generalizations about them must be made. These 
generalizations should be written down legibly, and studied.
103
  
 
 As a manifestation of Matt‟s memory Soot has a sense of heightened fantasy about her 
but I believe that she is honestly drawn at the core. So, I have approached her from an acting 
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standpoint in this manner.  I believe strongly that Soot was an honest product of her life 
experiences and environment.  While Soot is a character shown through Matt‟s (Durang‟s) eyes 
as he remembers her, I do feel that Durang‟s intention is to show her honestly (her inner truth).   
 Does your character fit into the genre chosen by the playwright?  Why?  Soot fits 
perfectly in the comedy genre chosen by Durang because she has character traits that lends her 
actions to the comical, but is rooted in truth.  The way in which Soot reacts to Karl‟s pointed 
words as if he is charming and delightful all the time is funny while being laced with sad, 
dysfunctional truth. 
 
Where 
 What are the surroundings?  Does it take place in a building or another structure?  Does 
it take place in a specific room?  The Marriage of Bette and Boo Spans thirty years and jumps 
around to a number of locales.  The locales of the scenes in which Soot was involved are: 
scene 1: Bette and Boo‟s catholic church; scene 6: the Hudlocke‟s living room; scene 9: a 
hospital waiting room; scene 11: the same hospital‟s waiting room; scene 14: the Hudlocke‟s 
living room; scene 16: the hospital waiting room; scene 18: Bette and Boo‟s home; scene 19: 
Bette and Boo‟s catholic church; scene 21: the Hudlocke‟s living room; scene 26: the hospital 
waiting room; scene 28: the catholic church‟s multi-purpose room; scene 30: the Hudlocke‟s 
home.   
 As mentioned in the director‟s concept a giant wedding cake with a large screen to hold 
projected images would be used to facilitate the thirty-three scenes with multiple locations and a 
timeline that flashes through past and present time. 
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 Where does it take place, city or town?  It takes place in a small city, middle-class 
suburb.  Knowing the semi-autobiographical nature of the play, I would say Montclair, New 
Jersey, since it is Durang‟s hometown104.  By using a generic location, Durang gives the illusion 
of anyone‟s local home, church or hospital. The characters and their relationships with one 
another gain primary focus when you strip away focus on locale. 
 What is the immediate past location?  I have found that the immediate action not the past 
location will be the information that will assist me best as an actor in navigating the play‟s 
structure.  The structure is that of quick vignettes in which the stage lights come up on the 
characters in action.  Soot is a character that lives in the moment and has responses drawn from 
the present action not the past, but colored with past experiences.  The immediate actions are: 
scene 1: I am adjusting Booey‟s wedding suit bow tie; scene 6: I am trying to get Bette to stop 
nagging Boo for his drinking.  In order to accomplish this, I am trying to refocus her energy on 
the positive fact that she is having a baby; scene 9: I am listening intently to the doctor‟s update; 
scene 11: I am waiting anxiously for the doctor to bring the baby out; scene 14: I am listening 
closely to Bette to find out what advice Father has given her regarding having another baby; 
scene 16: I am praying the doctor brings a healthy baby out; scene 18: I am urging Karl to be 
nice today before we enter through the front door of the house from their driveway; scene 19: I 
am mocking the whole idea of this ridiculous pledge; scene 21: I am thinking of a way to help 
this awkward conversation along; scene 26: I am trying to confirm, on my own, that there is still 
a space between my eyes; scene 28: I am watching Father begin a prayer; scene 30: I am 
deceased and only present so that I can be referred to by Karl and Matt.   
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 Are there any historical period clothing styles pertinent to the play, scene and/or 
character?  Even though the play spans thirty years, the costuming for Soot is from the 1940s.
105
  
Soot wears her outfit from Bette and Boo‟s wedding the entire show.  Soot does  remove or add 
personal items to her wrap dress based on occasion and locale.
106
  For instance, she would wear 
her hat and gloves to go to the hospital and then take them off when she returned home and put 
on her apron.  The costume designer chose a classic wrap dress with belt that was perfect for the 
character of Soot. I really think that even if Soot had the opportunity to change clothing to be 
current, she would still be wearing the same versatile wrap dress she began in. 
 Are there any historical period caste systems, social structures, customs, or beliefs 
pertinent to the play, scene and/or character?  Our dramaturge discussed important mindsets of 
the play‟s time period.  The American dream of a nuclear family, equipped with a nice little 
house in a suburb with a picket fence and family car, was a ramped mindset that Americans were 
working towards.  Consumer products were geared to the happy home life.  TV dinners emerged 
to go with the televisions that were popping up in the general middle-class household.  Gender 
dictated the role each person would play within the nuclear family.  The father would the 
breadwinner, head of the household, and decision maker.  The mother would be the ever 
nurturing, happy homemaker and loving wife.  During this same time, an undercurrent of 
feminism was beginning to challenge traditional roles.  Bette‟s interactions with Boo suggests 
she is beginning to embrace these new ideas.  
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 The characters in The Marriage of Bette & Boo are of the Catholic faith.  Fortunately, I 
myself was raised in this faith, and so I understand and relate to the beliefs.  The Catholic Church 
had very clear rules on marriage, and divorce was not an option in the eyes of the church.  Birth 
control was not allowed under the rules of the Catholic Church.   
 Rituals can be found throughout the play, from wedding ceremonies, the honeymoon 
night, the birth of children, religious holidays, and intimate family dinners.  These family rituals 
are important not only because they are special moments significant to the characters‟ lives, but 
they also enable the audience to bookmark the characters‟ actions from the socially expected 
behavior as well as their own personal family experiences.   
 Are there any historical period political factors pertinent to the play, scene and/or 
character?  Is the setting of the piece affected by war or is it a peaceful time?  Durang makes no 
mention of historic events in his play.  The play takes place in a peaceful time because this is not 
a political play, but a play that focuses on the state of the family.   
 What is the season of the year?  What are the weather conditions – raining, snowing, 
sunny, etc.?  What is the time of day or night?  One can tell that the thirty-three scenes of the 
play happen at a specific time in Matt‟s life, but as they are revealed from his memory.  The 
playwright does not focus on the exact season, weather condition, or time of day.  As an actor, I 
did assign a rough time to each of my scenes because I felt it would add a subconscious layer to 
my interactions with the other characters. However, I only indicated the season of the two scenes 
that take place on a holiday.  The times I decided on where:  scene 1: 10:00 PM; scene 6: 6:00 
PM; scene 9: 4:00 PM; scene 11: 1:00 PM; scene 14: 7:00 PM; scene 16: 2:00 PM; scene 18: 
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12:00 PM – fall; scene 19: 9:30 AM; scene 213:00 PM – winter; scene 26: 9:00 PM; scene 28: 
10:00 AM; scene 30: 6:00 PM.   
 Who are/were your parents?  What do/did they do for a living?  How do they feel about 
that?  Are/were they happy?  Although Durang gives no direct indication of the identity of Soot‟s 
parents in the play, one can make educated choices by examining the character traits of Soot and 
Karl as well as their relationships.  For instance, there is no indication that Soot or Karl have 
been blessed with large wealth from their parents.  Karl is employed and Soot handles the 
housework herself without hired help.  I feel strongly that Karl would not marry beneath his 
class, so I believe that Soot and her parents are also of the middle class.  The products of middle 
class families, Soot and Karl have come together to create an upper middle class family through 
Karl‟s success at work.  Karl is the breadwinner, just as their fathers were, and Soot is the 
housewife her mother was.  Soot‟s desire to take care of her family‟s every whim is a character 
trait ingrained in her by her mother.  A product of her dysfunctional family, Soot is armed with 
an enabling trait as part of her doting wife arsenal.  Soot‟s father was most definitely a 
functioning alcoholic.  Soot‟s acceptance of Karl‟s alcoholism and her natural ability to enable 
the alcoholic are learned behavioral traits, inadvertently passed on by her mother that Soot has 
carried into her married life with Karl.  Soot is very accepting of Karl‟s drinking, as I believe her 
mother was of her father‟s drinking.  The understanding, subservient nature of Soot is fed not 
only by growing up in a home of an alcoholic father, but also by her Catholic upbringing. Soot‟s 
mother put the needs and desires of her husband before everything and Soot follows this 
example.  By recognizing the man as head of the household in her marriage, she feels this will 
bring her the same happiness her parents had (or she thought they had).  Karl, also being raised 
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in a Catholic family and programmed with a selfish nature learned from his father, eagerly 
accepts the dominant role in their relationship.  Karl finds himself superior to the people around 
him, as I believe his father did.  The cruel edge of Karl‟s character is a trained behavior 
developed under his father‟s tutelage.  Karl‟s father was no doubt a man who married a woman 
whom he could dominate.  Taking from his father‟s example, Karl sought out the same type of 
relationship because it had made his father happy.  Karl‟s desire to have things his way was 
cultivated before he ever entered into a relationship with Soot.  Even though Soot is of Karl‟s 
social class, he still believes himself superior because he is a man and she is a woman.  Karl goes 
as far as to nickname her Soot, which obviously refers to cinders, dirt, lower than him.  The poor 
treatment of Soot by Karl is his way of dealing with his disappointment in the relationship and a 
reaction to his misguided desire to be with someone else.  I do not doubt that Karl cares for Soot 
and, in his own way, loves her.  I believe that Soot and Karl are not armed with the skills to 
overcome their dysfunctional upbringings and create an emotionally fulfilling functioning 
relationship.  Soot, unarmed with the skills to deal with Karl‟s cruelty and the desire for the 
pleasant happy life she dreamed of, develops a weapon of laughter to combat Karl‟s cruel 
treatment. It does not solve their problems.  Karl identifies his unhappiness as Soot not being the 
right match for him.  Since Karl and Soot are Catholic and divorce is not an option, Lottie comes 
into play as Karl looks for greener pastures.  Karl is not faithful to Soot, and I believe Soot 
knows this and wrongfully blames herself.  The failure of her marriage in the eyes of God is too 
much for her to bear and, in the end; she resigns herself to her fate.  Soot finds the mercy of God 
in her deafness, which she identifies as a blessing from God since she is unable to hear Karl.  
The deafness that Soot refers to is most likely not a physical impairment, but a coping method 
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that manifests to aid her in dealing with Karl when laughter is no longer enough.  I believe in the 
end, she sees the dysfunction in her relationship with Karl and how Booey has taken aspects of 
their dysfunction into his marriage.  Ultimately, Soot takes the responsibility for both failed 
marriages onto her own shoulders.   
 How do/did you get along with your parents?  I am Daddy‟s little girl and Mom‟s pride 
and joy.  My Dad teased me and, in a way, was entertained by me.  I was happy to be his 
entertainment since it made me the center of his attention and universe.  I allow Karl the same 
privilege out of love and habit.  I may be a Daddy‟s girl, but I look up to my mother and I have 
learned a great deal from her over the years. 
 Where/when were you born?  What is your nationality?  I was born October 2, 1910 in 
Montclair, New Jersey.  I am a citizen of the United States of America.  I was born into an Irish 
Catholic family.  
 Where do/did you live?  How do you feel about it?  The pace of the interactions and the 
autobiographical nature of the place lend it to be located in the northern part of the United States.   
 We live in a beautiful track house with a white picket fence at 1310 Karlton Avenue.  I 
love my home; it is more modern than the home I grew up in.  Our home is full of new comforts: 
a television, a vacuum, and a washer.  I feel fortunate to be living the American dream. 
 Do you have any brothers and sisters?  I am an only child.  I enjoyed being Daddy‟s little 
girl, but I always wanted a brother.   
 When you were growing up, did you have many friends?  Were you popular?  Why?  How 
do you feel?  What were you like as a child?  I was shy as a child and retreated into my very 
active imagination.  I would entertain myself for hours playing house with my dolls.  I had a 
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favorite baby doll, my honey doll, and I was never seen without her as a child.  When I grew old 
enough, I would follow my mother and father around and assist them with chores.    
 In school, I was never what one would consider popular.  Truth is, I was self-conscious 
and awkward around the popular group.  I did have my own circle of friends by the time I 
reached high school.  I enjoyed my small group of friends and flourished in that circle.  
Unfortunately, I never overcame my shyness.   
 Did/do you go to school?  How long?  Did/Do you like it?  Why?  I attended elementary 
and was expected to finish secondary school with a diploma.  I loved going to school because 
there I could interact with others my own age.  My choices after graduation were to go into the 
workforce as a schoolteacher, nurse, sales lady, or to marry and become a homemaker.  Karl 
asked me to marry him and we were wed soon after graduation.  Since Karl wanted me to be a 
homemaker and did not want me working outside the home, there was no need for further 
schooling.    
 Were/are you a good student?  Why?  How do you feel?  Although I tried my best in all 
subjects, I struggled with math and science.  I excelled in home economics, due perhaps, to my 
mother‟s teaching and duties at home.  I was proud of my abilities because I knew that these 
skills would make me a good wife. 
 Are you smart, clever, wise, cunning, intelligent, learned, etc.?  How to you feel about it?  
While not the smartest woman in the world, I am certainly not the dumbest.  I am intelligent 
because I easily run the household, and have many practical skills that are useful in the home.  
Although still a little shy, I am an excellent friend, loyal and caring.  Others feel welcome and at 
ease when around me.  This makes me a good host when others come to visit.  I am very 
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forgiving of others, overlooking minor mistakes, shortcomings, and personal weaknesses.  I love 
being a mother; loving and taking care of my Boo.   
 Who have/had the greatest influences on you?  In what way?  How do you feel about 
that?  My mother has been the greatest influence on me.  She has been the source of my 
confidence and my insecurities.  My mother has been my example of what I wanted to become: a 
loving wife and mother.  I always hoped and dreamed I would have a life like hers.  Staying 
home and taking care of my family makes me very happy.  My mother is glad that I am married 
with a family, and have become such a good homemaker.   
 What do you do in life? (job, title, etc)  I am a mother and a wife. I am in charge of our 
home and the care of our son.  I do the cooking, cleaning, shopping and organizing of the 
household. I also have to be a good wife to Karl, always looking my best and being there for 
him.  I work hard to make our life beautiful. 
 What is your philosophical/religious background and preference?  Do you practice a 
religion?  Karl and I were both raised Roman Catholic.  Karl works hard during the week, and so 
does not feel like going to church on most Sundays, and I would not feel right going without 
Karl.  We do attend church on all major holidays.    
 Do you believe in God or gods?  Spirit?  Force?  Being raised Roman Catholic, I believe 
in the one true God and the Holy Trinity: the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Outside of the 
Church, I believe in true love and “the one.”  I also believe in fate and destiny. 
 Do you believe in life after death, heaven, hell, etc?  I have been taught that after death 
there is a heaven for the righteous, a hell for the damned, and a purgatory for wayward souls. 
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 Do you have any special fears, hang-ups, etc.?  If yes, what?  Lately Karl and Lottie have 
been making fun of my eyebrows.  If it was just Karl, I would ignore it since he is trying to be 
funny, but since Lottie is also mentioning it, I am concerned.  I have become quite self-conscious 
about it.  As I have seen my father grow old and pass away, leaving my mother alone, I am 
fearful that I will be alone.   
 Do you have any special likes, dislikes, prejudices?  If so, what? I like beautiful things 
like flowers, pretty dresses, an orderly house, and other such things.  I like the fact that Karl 
takes care of me and makes me feel safe.  I like that I entertain Karl, but I wish his teasing was 
not so cruel.   
 Do you consider yourself to be moral, immoral or amoral?  Why? I had a very moral and 
religious upbringing and see myself as a moral person.  I try to follow the laws of the Church and 
of my community.  I try to live by the Bible and follow the Ten Commandments. 
 How would you describe yourself?  I am an intelligent person.  I pride myself on my 
patience and understanding with others.  I have always been very sensitive and I have a big heart.   
 What is your societal level?  I was raised in a middle class home.  Fortunately Karl‟s job 
provides us with middle class status and comforts.  Karl is proud to invite his important business 
associates to our home for entertaining,  
 How old are you now?  Are you mature or immature for your age?  At fifty years old, it 
is hard for me to believe that I have a son who is old enough to get married.  I certainly do not 
feel that old.  Although I am a mature responsible adult in charge of a family and household, I 
guess I am young at heart.   
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 How is your health?  How do you feel about this?  My doctor has recommended I lose a 
few pounds, but my health is fine.   
 What is your marital status?  Married, single, divorced, widowed?  How do you feel 
about this?  Karl and I have been happily married for thirty-three years and I love being married.  
I feel blessed to have found the man of my dreams. 
 Do you have any children?  We have the most wonderful son, Booey.  I am very blessed 
to have a healthy boy.  I wanted all my life to be a mom, and I have been granted my dream.  
Karl was thrilled to have a son, and I love to watch them together.  Karl is a great father and 
Booey has always wanted to be just like his dad.  I would have liked to have a boy and a girl, but 
Karl was happy with our boy, Booey.   
 What are your physical characteristics?  I am a natural brunette, 5 foot 7 inches, and 
slightly overweight.  I carry my weight evenly throughout my body, making me thick all over.  I 
am very lucky that Karl prefers his women round and curvy.   
 What is your temperament?  Generally I am a happy person; I love to smile, laugh, and 
bring joy to other people.  I prefer to see the world and the people in it in a positive light.  Life is 
too short to focus on negative thoughts or feelings.   
 What is your movement like?  Grace and fluidity is expected from me.  I have moments of 
this, but my awkward side does show through.  I try to float and glide and not be spastic, but I 
am clumsy at times when under stress.   
 Are you neat or sloppy, etc.?   Mother taught me “everything has its place,” and I follow 
that advice to this day.  I work hard to keep our home perfect and orderly.  I do my best to keep-
up a neat, attractive appearance for my own pride and for Karl‟s pleasure.  
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 How do you stand?  I stand as tall as I can.  I always wear heels, which help with my 
posture.  Since I have gained so much weight, I wear an undergarment to help support my body 
and posture.   
 How do you look?  I have noticed, as I grow older, I look more like my mother.  This is 
not a concern for me because I always found my mother attractive.  My smile has not tarnished 
over the years as my other looks have faded.    
 Do you have any physical defects-scars, etc.?  I have stretch marks from the birth of my 
son, Booey, and a chicken-pox scar above my eyebrow.   
 What are you wearing?  Any character externals?  I am wearing a wrap dress in mauve 
that I adore.  I bought it special for Booey‟s wedding day.  The appropriate undergarments and 
natural colored pumps to match the outfit are a must.  I have a very pretty flower, special gloves 
and my mom‟s jewelry that I borrowed to complete the outfit.   
 
Business and Movement 
 How does the style and/or period of the play affect (influence) your movement in the 
play?  How do such/factors as the character‟s age, social status, education and health suggest 
the type of movement to be used in the play?  As a woman during this play‟s time frame, Soot‟s 
role in society is clearly defined.  Society expects her to be a polite lady, graceful, well groomed, 
a perfect wife and mother. Soot‟s role in society requires her to wear certain clothing and move 
in a graceful manner.  Soot is in good health and not plagued by arthritis or other impairments; 
she has no problems going where she needs to go and doing what she needs to do.  
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 How does the mood of the play affect the type of movement to be used?  The needs of the 
characters around Soot, or the excitement of the situation, dictate the speed in which she must 
move.  The excitement of the wedding, holidays, the tending to Karl‟s needs, the birth and deaths 
of Bette and Boo‟s babies all require quick movements.  When she is taking care of herself, 
Booey, and the house, Soot is in control of the situations and moves at a slower, steadier pace.   
 How do the demands of dress (costume) affect the movement?  The costume itself 
supports my character and makes it even easier to bring her to life.  While I am used to wearing 
pants primarily, my costume will consist of a dress.  My typical body movements will need to be 
adjusted in order to be appropriate while wearing the wrap dress created for Soot.  Dresses, like 
the one designed for Soot, can be restraining in movement.  There is a freedom of movement in 
pants that a skirt does not offer.  I am not accustomed to wearing them and do not feel 
comfortable at all, so I will need to work hard at moving naturally.  Soot would have been very 
comfortable in her everyday clothes and I want to portray this ease.  This comfort level included 
movement in the binding undergarment a woman used to control curves and correct posture.  The 
heels women wore helped maintain this good posture, as they are designed to adjust the weight 
placement of the wearer and elongate stature.  The heels will also be a challenge since I have not 
worn any for years.  I have always found that when walking in heels, I had to take shorter steps 
in order to keep my balance.  I will need to work continually with them to insure they do not 
impede the grace needed for the character. 
 Are there any critical pieces of furniture or props, which will affect (influence) movement 
and business?  If so, what and how?  The set will be a large wedding cake with pedestals that can 
be moved around to create seating and levels.  The moving of the cake pedestals at such a quick 
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pace will take some time to get used to, but the freedom the set creates will allow the cast to 
move quickly between scenes.  It will make the extra focus worth the effort.  The degree of rake 
in the cake will also be a factor in movement; in order to move smoothly around the cake, I am 
going to add rubber to the bottom of my heels to prevent me from slipping and sliding.  
 Are there any differences in language from one character to another, which tend to 
clarify characterization?  All the characters in the play speak English.  Even so, Paul Brennan, 
who has had a stroke, speaks with an impediment, which makes him impossible to understand 
completely.  Paul Brennan is a character of clarity and reason of thought and yet the playwright 
has chosen to make his speech affected.  There are moments in the play where the characters 
understand what he is trying to convey, exchanges when they misunderstand, other times when 
they hear only what they want to hear, and sections when no one listens to him at all.  Durang 
also chooses to apply a theatrical convention and have Paul play the attorney at the divorce 
hearing of Bette and Boo.  He even keeps the speech impediment the same for the attorney.  This 
convention places the focus on what the other characters say and adds a level of humor to a very 
serious event.  
   Durang has taken time and care to notate “Soot‟s laugh is a terribly important, and 
integral part of her character,”107 which conveys that special focus must be paid to how and when 
it is indicated and the connection to, as well as the timing, of breath.  The laugh for Soot is the 
most important dialogue she has with Karl.  Durang reveals, in the Author‟s notes of the acting 
edition of the script, that how Soot responds to Karl is the core of her character and then goes 
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even one step further to comment that Soot reacts to what Karl says as if she hears the opposite 
of what a “sane” person would.108   
 Is your character‟s dialogue similar to that of the other characters?  What does it reveal 
about your particular character?  Soot has a pattern of speaking that is sweet and full of laughs 
to help her deal with the world in front of her.  Karl is straightforward and a little rude and crude 
at times.  Without her defense mechanism, Soot would be no match for Karl.  Soot‟s pattern of 
delighted dialogue and laughter is special to her, but Margaret, the other mother, does have a trait 
that is similar.  Margaret also dislikes the unpleasant, but she has her own way of dealing with it 
by changing the subject or commenting on it.  Bette was not raised as Soot was and speaks her 
mind plain as day, paying no mind to the social rules that Soot abides by.  Bette‟s dialogue has 
this in common with Karl‟s, but it does not have his cruel edge.  Instead, it is full of desperate 
need.   
 Does your character speak with any dialect or use a particular regionalism in his/her 
speech?  Soot does not speak with any dialect or use a particular regionalism in her speech.   
 Are there any factors in the character‟s age, social status, education, or health that will 
require a change from your “normal” speaking voice?  There are not any factors in the 
character‟s age, social status, education, or health that will require a change from my normal 
speaking voice, but for maximum expression on stage I will need to continue to explore my full 
range and support my voice properly. 
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 Are there any long speeches or passages, which need to be planned or “scored” for 
performance?   There were two long passages that needed careful study.  The first one I dubbed 
the “dead children speech.”  
Boo, Karl‟s a lovely man most of the time and I‟ve had a very happy life with him, but I 
hope you‟ll be a little kinder than he was.  Just a little. Anything is an improvement.  I 
wish I had dead children.  I wish I had two hundred dead children.  I‟d stuff them down 
Karl‟s throat. (Laughs)  Of course, I‟m only kidding. (Laughs some more. Lights 
change)
109
   
 
This exchange with Boo is a very important moment for Soot.  She reveals for the first time, out 
loud, that she recognizes the dysfunction in her relationship with Karl. She reaches out to her son 
with this knowledge so that he does not follow in his father‟s footsteps, as she fears he is.  She 
wants him to be better to Bette.  She ultimately wants him to be happy and for his marriage to 
work.  Through this speech her frustration with Karl shines through, but in the end, her coping 
mechanism is activated and she laughs.   
 The second exchange that needed extra attention, I refer to as the “cigar joke:” 
(Cries) Karl, I don‟t know.  Something about a dickey.  Maybe Bore knows.  Booey?  I 
have to go home and take a bath.  I feel awful.  (Enter the doctor.  He drops the baby on 
the floor, exits. Karl and Soot stare at it a moment.)  Catholics can‟t use birth control, can 
they?  (Laughs.)  That‟s a joke on someone.  (Enter Boo.)110 
 
In this exchange with Karl we see Soot fighting her embarrassment while trying to make her 
husband happy as he teases her and pushes her to the limit.  Only moments before this we hear 
Soot speak of her fear of losing her mind, referring to Lottie‟s warning, “Lottie always said when 
your eyebrows start to kiss, you better watch it.”111  The audience experiences Karl‟s teasing of 
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Soot many times throughout the play, but at this point Karl has stepped it up even including 
Lottie in the mind games he plays with Soot.  The audience sees that the stress of everything is 
getting under Soot‟s skin and into her head and now even affecting her demeanor.  Suddenly, 
Soot says a very Karl like line regarding birth control in response to the death of the baby.   
 
Motivating Force/Desire, Objective, Intentions- What and Why 
 What is the motivating force/desire of your character?  What do you want?  I want to be a 
good wife and mother.  I want to be loved and return that love two fold.    
 What will you, or do you, do to get it?  I will do anything and everything to get my 
family‟s happily ever after.  I will keep a perfect house, clean and full of delicious food to make 
those around me feel special.  I will give everything I have to my family, focus all my energy 
into my family.  I will put my husband above anything else.  My family will be everything to me.  
 What are your objectives and intentions?  My objectives and intentions are to be the best 
wife and mother I can be.  I will break the cycle of dysfunction and help my family be happy.  
This will make my life meaningful and complete. 
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